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ABSTRACT '
The purpose of this study has been; to analyze those organ works
of Ernst Pepping, based on the Lutheran chorale. • The analysis has been
approached.from the standpoint of form, style, and symbolic content.
Chapter 1 traces briefly the development of the organ chorale
from the fifteenth century alternatimpraxis in the Roman Catholic Liturgy.
This development continued through the efforts of the North and Middle
German composers, culminating in the works of Bach.

The decline, in organ

chorale composition after 1750 was only sporadically allayed by Mendels
sohn, Brahms, and Reger in the nineteenth century.

In the early years of.

the twentieth century, however, the Orgelbewegung and a renewed interest
in classical ideals of composition brought forth a renaissance.

In the

forefront of German composers with an awakened interest in the organ and
organ chorale composition was Ernst Pepping.

This chapter concludes
'
with some biographical data on Pepping and a list of his organ chorale
:

.

.

.

'

works.
Chapter 2 seeks to classify these works into the. various•formal
types: .cantus fjrmus chorale, melody chorale, ornamented chorale, cho
rale canon, chorale motet, chorale fugue, chorale fantasia, chorale. .;
passacaglia, and chorale toccata. 'In addition, those pieces exhibiting
characteristics of more than one type are discussed as hybrid forms. •. ..
Chapter 5 consists of a stylistic analysis of the organ cho
rales.

It,examines in turn motivic treatment, tonality and modality,

texture, harmony, and rhythm and meter. . It endeavors to show through

./

' •- : .

. ■

various examples the -diverse aspects of Pepping1s style.

.■

vxx

He makes free

use of devices from the past and present, sometimes using them side by
side in the same composition.
Although the music always revolves around a tonal center, usu- .
ally established by the chorale tune, at times the tonality becomes
blurred when the harmonic movement is nonfunctional. Whereas Bach often
cast the modal chorales into tonal forms, Pepping generally retains the
mode.

On occasion, even where the tune is in a major or minor tonality,

he will introduce modal devices.

.

Chapter 4 attempts an analysis in some detail of the pictorial ■
content in Pepping1s music.

A comparison is made of the various ap

proaches of Bach’s analysts, and several comparisons are made between
Bach’s and Popping’s practices.
Chapter 5 concludes that an inquiry into Pepping’s organ composi
tions will afford a survey of many, compositional techniques, running the
gamut from archaic to contemporary. Although the composer is not<well
known in this country, much of his work is.of a sufficiently high artistic
level to merit the serious attention of musicians.
The Appendix is an index of the organ chorales according to type.

CHAPTER 1
'

TNTRODUCTION '

'

v .

The treasury of organ chorale literature has its roots in the
alternatimpraxis, begun in the Roman Catholic Liturgy in the early
fifteenth century.

"Here," according to Apel (1969, p. 30), "not only the

psalms, the Magnificat, the Salve Regina, and the hymns consisted of or- •
gan music alternating with plainsong, but also the various items of the .
Mass."

■

-

With the Reformation, Luther introduced both the vernacular and
congregational singing into the Lutheran church service.

Leichtentritt

(1938, p. 105) points out that the "noble but complex substance of Gre
gorian chant" was no longer suitable for the latter purpose.
simpler, along the lines of German folk song, was needed.

Something

This need,

of course, led to the development of the chorale, a development in which '
Luther, himself, played no small part.
Originally, all verses of the chorale were sung by the congrega- '
tion unaccompanied.

This practice had two inherent defects.

Not all of

the melodies were familiar to the congregation, and monotony of perform
ance was inevitable where many verses were involved (Johns i960, p. 17)°
For these reasons the practice of alternation became common.

At first,

the choir singing polyphonically alternated with the congregation in ;.
unison.

Later the organ was included in. this alternating procedure and,

finally, was used to accompany the singing.

In addition, the organist

was supposed to play an introduction, or intonation, to supply the pitch
to the singers*

So, it was from the dual functions of the organ, alter

nation and introduction, that the great body of organ chorale literature
was generated.

.‘ :

Apel notes (1969, p® 621) that "the outset of this development
is marked by a collection of c* 20 compositions in E« Nicolaus Ammer- •
bach* s Orgel oder Instrument Tabulatur (1971, 183) and 77 compositions
in the Tabulaturbuch auff dem Instrumente (1598) by Augustus Normiger*"
.The real impetus to the illustrious history of the organ chorale, how
ever, was provided by Jan Sweelihck and his best-known pupil, Samuel
Scheldt* From the former developed the North German school leading to
Buxtehude and the chorale fantasia*

From the latter grew the Central

•German school which led to Pachelbel, and the melody chorale, chorale
fugue, and chorale motet* These parallel courses merged and culminated
in the monumental works of"J* S* Bach, who raised to their highest ar
tistic plane the forms created by.his predecessors*
With the. death of Bach, organ, chorale composition, not to men
tion organ 'composition in general, suffered a sharp decline in quality
and quantity * The reasons generally advanced.for this are the gradual :
.
secularization of church music; the growing interest of composers', in sym
phonic, chamber, and operatic music; and the decline of polyphony * Only
the sporadic efforts of Mendelssohn, Brahms, and Beger sustained the tra
dition .of the organ chorale during the nineteenth century*
A combination of events in the early twentieth century served to
revive an interest in organ chorale, composition,,

The .first of these,

the so-called Orgelbewegu-ng

(11organ reform movement11)? ‘came about with

the realization that the Romantic organ of the nineteenth century was
unsuitable for playing the works of the Baroque masters« Schweitzer .
was one of the.first to realize this around the turn of the century? but
it was not until 1926 that the movement was really launched.

In that

year Willibald Gurlitt designed his celebrated organ at Freiburg Univer
sity along the lines described by Praetorius in the Syntagma Musicum .
(1.619 )„
The other event, which transpired also.involved a looking back to .
thepast» This was the neo-classical movement, started in the early
1920's by.Stravinsky with his ballet,- Pulcinella, and taken up later by

■

Hindemith and others (Apel 1969, p« 569)«
These two movements together, beginning in the 1930's, gave rise
to a new interest in the organ in Germany and inspired a generation of.
composers of church music.

It is noteworthy, however, that they have not

limited themselves to church and organ music but have contributed sub
stantially to the literature of symphony and chamber music, oratorio, and
opera (Austin 1966 , p. 511)°.
One of the more prominent, figures in this group is Ernst Pepping.
According to Adam Adrio (1962, col. 1023), Pepping was born September 12,
1901, in Duisburg, Germany.

After studying composition under Walter

Gmeindl from 1922 until 1926, at the Hochschule fur Musik in Berlin, he
won the Felix Mendelssohn prize for composition.

In 193^ he was ap

pointed instructor in theory and composition.at the,Kirchenmusik-Schule (Berlin-Spandau) and, in 1953i Professor of Composition at the Berliner

Musikhochschuleo

He■was honored with the Buxtehude prize from the Han-,

seaticcity of Lubeck in 1955 and the Schumann prize from the city of
Dusseldorf in 1956«

In 196l he was granted an honorary Doctor of Phi

losophy degree by the Free University of Berlin.
Since 1926 he has been prominently active in the Chamber Music
Festival at Donaueschingen and Baden-Baden, and also the Music Festivals
of the Allgeme.Iner Deutscher.Musikverband at the following locations:
Krefeld.in 1927, Duisburg in 1929, and Bremen in 1951®

Bartlett (195^,

p. 619) says he is "now considered the leading exponent of new German
Protestant Church music.11
•

The organ chorale works of Ernst Pepping treated in this study

are listed below in chronological order.
Partita:

Wer nur den lieben Gott lasst walten (1952)

Partita:

Wie schon leuchtet der Morgenstern (1935)

Grosses Orgelbuch, Vol. I, II, and III (1939)
KLeines Orgelbuch (194-0)
Toccata and Fugue: Mitten wir im Leben sind (194-1)
Partita: Ach wie fluchtig, ach wie nichtig' (1953)
Partita:

Wer weiss, wie nahe mir mein-Ende (1953)

Partita: Mit Fried und Freud ich fahr dahin (1953)
Bohmisches Orgelbuch, Vol. I (1953), Vol. II (1954)
Funfundzwanzig Orgelchorale (i960)
In the ensuing chapters references to works other than the
separately published, partitas, will be as follows:

Grosses Orgelbuch,

Vol. II, will be listed as G.Oo II; Bohmisches Orgelbuch, Vol. I, will

be-B.O. I; Funfundzwanzig Orgelchorale,

and. so forth*

Where oc

casional references are made to the organ chorales of J* S» Bach, the
numbering will correspond to the volume and page number.in the Peters
1940 Edition...

CHAPTER 2
'^ CHORALE TYPES •

:

.Much has been written concerning the merits of various systems
for classifying organ,chorales.
re-examine this matter.

Therefore, it hardly seems necessary to

Apel's system (1969, p. 621), with the amplifi

cations suggested by Tussler (1968, pp. 25-39).) seems by far the most
satisfactory.and will be used in this study.

Two additional types, toc

cata and passacaglia, will be included since Pepping has used these
forms.

'

'

In the bound, or structural, category are the cantus firmus cho
rale, melody chorale, ornamented chorale, chorale tune canon, and chorale
motet.

In the free, or nonstructural, category are the non-chorale-

derived canon, the Chorale fugue, and chorale fantasia.

The chorale-

derived canon would also be nonstructural except in cases where it con-.
sists of a continuous -embellishment of the complete chorale melody as,
for example, in Wie soil ich dich empfangen, G.O. I, p. 15=. Pepping's
three examples of the passacaglia and his toccata have a complete cantus
firmus. They can, therefore, be placed under the bound heading but as
hybrid forms, will be considered separately. '
Needless to say, many of the pieces partake of characteristics,
of more than one form.

For .arbitrary purposes of identification, the

mixed, or hybrid, types will be labeled according to the seemingly more
pronounced characteristic. For example, in the aforementioned

'.■passacaglias, certainly the ostinati are the distinguishing features* .
.Accordingly,, in the toccata example, aside from the fact that the com- .
poser has entitled it as such, the toccata-like qualities are charac
teristically prominent* •
Altogether, there are some fourteen cases where a fantasy-like
composition has an underlying, or interweaving, cantus firmus* Because
of the nebulous definition of fantasia and Pepping1s often improvisatory
style, these have been categorized as cantus•firmus compositions*

How

ever, where a canon— either chorale, chorale-derived, or non-chorale
derived— coexists with a cantus firmus^ the canonic treatment has been
regarded as the identifying feature and these works have been so typed*
For a composer whose general style is frequently episodic and
fragmented, Pepping would seem to incline toward the proposition that
in the organ chorale the tune must not be distorted past the point of
.
.
■
'■c
-■
recognition by the '.audience or congregation.

Despite his dexterity with

canon and fugue there is only one brief example, of retrograde imitation,
He has written only two fantasias which•have no cantus firmus. In his.
canons he has employed the cantus in nearly every case where the canon :
either is not a chorale tune canon or at least chorale-derived.
The cantus firmus. form appears.to be his favorite treatment.
Out of a total of one hundred thirty-three chorale-based organ composi
tions, sixty-five fall into this category.

His next most numerous forms

are.the chorale canon with-twenty-three examples and the melody chorale
with twenty-two.

He has written eight fugues (including two fughettas),

five ornamented chorales, four fantasias,.and two motets in addition to
the three passacaglias and toccata.
For convenience in. classification, two liberties have been taken
with Pepping1s organization of the separate partitas Ach wie fluchtig,
ach wie nichtig and Wie schon leuchtet der Morgenstern. In the former,
the composer has included a cahtus firmus type, a canon, another cantus
firmus, and his one double fugue as sections of Variation II«, He has
sub^-numbered them, however, and separated them by double bar lineso
They will be dealt with here as four separate movements, bringing the .
total in this partita to five.

In the latter partita he has combined a

melody chorale (Moderate) and an ornamented chorale (Allegro) as Varia
tion II.

They will be discussed separately in this paper as Variations

.II-and III, bringing the total number of movements here to four.
Cantus Firmus Chorale
In his cantus firmus. chorales, Pepping, shows a slight preference
for a migrant cantus which moves from.one voice to another.

He has

thirty-two. of this type of which ten have the cantus placed in the pedal
with a four-foot stop indicated.

There are fourteen with the cantus

in the bass, thirteen in the tenor, and five in the soprano.

Only one .

exists with an alto cantus, again to be played in the pedal with a four- foot stop drawn.
This use of the four-foot pedal cantus is a not uncommon, device
with Pepping.

Seven of the short melody chorales in the Funfundzwanzig

Orgelchorale are written this way. .

:In general, as with Bach, the cantus is not embellished to any
extent» There is, however, only one case, Jesu Kreuz, Leiden und Pein,
Vorspiel II, B.O. II, p. 22, where it appears in long notes, I.e., whole
'

notes and breveso

The three instances where the cantus is more or less

continuously and elaborately ornamented occur in three movements of the
separate partitas: Ach wie fluchtig, ach wie nichtig, Variations II and
IV; and Mit Fried und Freud, Variation III*

In each of these instances,

.however,. the chorale melody has appeared in unadorned fashion during a...
previous movement, .
Melody Chorale
The majority of the melody chorales are in the Funfundzwanzig
Orgelchorale, a collection of short, easier pieces*
type exist outside of this group:

Only three of this,

Auf, auf, mein Herz mit Freuden, GoO*

III, p* 16; Kommt und lasst uns Christum ehren, Orgelchoral, G.O. I, p*
42; and the second variation of Wie schon leuchtet der Morgenstern* The
second, of these latter .three is another case where a .four-foot pedal
melody is the real.soprano*
.Like Bach, again, in this form the melody tends to appear vir
tually unadorned, in nearly '
■the same rhythm as the chorale, and without
pauses between phrases as is.normally the case with the cantus firmus •
type,'

.:
Ornamented Chorale
Pepping has only five works in which the chorale melody is so

profusely embellished as to render it virtually unrecognizable* The

ornamented tune is always in the soprano.

A representative specimen can

be seen in the example from Wie schon leuchtet der Morgenstern, Varia
tion III:

—
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Chorale Canon
In dealing with this type of chorale treatment a distinction
must be made between canonic use of the chorale melody and "free" canon,
or "non-chorale-tune" canon.

With Pepping the latter type predominates.

The free canon may show derivation from the chorale, especially at the
beginning, or may be a highly embellished version of the tune.

In two

cases, Variation III of the partita on Wer nur den lieben Gott lasst
walten and 0 Haupt voll Blut und Wunden, Vorspiel I, G.O. II, p. ^4, the
composer combines both types.
In this study, in order to avoid confusion, the term double
canon will be used where two leaders (dux) and two followers (comes)

11

•

coexist,, in other words, where two independent voices are each in
canonic procedure» Similarly, triple canon will apply where there are
three leaders and three followers». The term duo canon will not be used*
With respect to interval relationships, .Goetschius* suggestion
(1902, p« 64) that intervals always be reckoned upward will be followed*
If, for example, the comes begins a seventh below the dux, it will be
regarded here as canon at the second, below*
Apart from the combined types mentioned above, Pepping has only
three Chorale tune canons„ Two of these are among the Funfundzwanzig
Orgelchorale* Both are trios*

Aus tiefer Not, F*0*, p* 20, has the dux

in the tenor, comes in the soprano, and an obligato pedal*

It is a canon

at the octave with a two-beat rhythmic interval which, however, is not
strictly maintained*

Per Herr ist mein getreuer Hirt, FoO*, p« 21, is

also a canon at the octave, this time below, with the leader in the
soprano and follower in the pedal*

There is an obligato middle part to

be played on a second manual*
.Variation II of the partita Wer nur den lieben Gott .lasst walten
is also a chorale tune canon* ,The melody is somewhat embellished, but
not beyond the point of recognition*

The dux is in the tenor and the

comes in the pedal at the fifth, below, six beats removed*
Among the composer’s eighteen free canons, there are perhaps.six
which could be said to be chorale-derived*.' With at least four of these
six the derivation is somewhat tenuous*
a chorale can.tus firmus*.

However, three of them do have,

The one which does not is the. third variation

. '

"

;

V

-V:- -...' 12

of the partita

on Wer

weiss, wie nahe mir mein Ende, but the.

unadorned

chorale is completely stated in an earlier movement.
This very beautiful and moving piece,: only one page in length,
is, at the sametime, a remarkable and intricate exercise in canonic
writing.

It is

a double canon in contrary motion; the comesin each

case, an inversion of the dux. It is possible that the initial three ^
notes of the dux are taken from.the second to fourth notes of phrase-,
one of the chorale.

The second dux could be derived from the second

phrase. The first comes begins on the augmented fifth, below, at a dis
tance of two and a half measures.

The second begins at the octave, be

low, after the same time interval.
In 0 Haupt veil Blut and Wunden, Orgelchoral III, G.O. II, p.
40, the dux begins as a retrograde inversion of the first four notes of
the chorale.

From the. last beat of the first full measure there is a

complete statement.of phrase one of the hymn, with interval qualities al-.
tered slightly.
terval.

The comes begins at the sixth after a half-measure in

It is in reality the bass, since a four-foot stop is indicated .

for the pedal cantus firmus.
The first movement of the partita on Wer nur den lieben Gott
lasst walten is a canon :at the fourth, below, with a two-beat time in
terval . The first five notes of the canonic melody are derived from
the last phrase of the chorale.

There.is a pedal cantus firmus. In a

sense this is one of the hybrid types since the soprano consists of a
highly embellished version of the chorale.

■
.
■
.
'■
■
15
. ' The last of the less obviously derived canons also warrants the
most- slender case for derivation.

In the fifth variation of Wer weiss,

wie nahe mir mein Ende, it.can perhaps be argued that the first few
notes of the double dux derive from the opening notes of the chorale. •
This is another double canon with a considerably embellishedcantus in
the pedal.

The double dux begins together and the double comes follows •

at the fourth, below, .after three beats.

At times the style here is

less contrapuntal.than usual, with resulting homophonic chordal progress
sions.

Another mark of the freer treatment in this movement is the fact

that the second canon disappears from time to time.
Of the two more clearly derived canons, neither has a chorale
tune cantus firmus. ■It would appear from this that the less recogniz
able the derivation, the more Pepping is inclined to state the hymn
melody in full.
In the second variation of Wer weiss, wie nahe mir mein Ende,
the canon, while still free, follows the chorale melody more closely.
It is apparent that the first three, phrases, at any rate., commence pre
cisely as do their counterparts in the chorale.
canon at the octave after six beats.

This movement is a

There is an interesting example of

hemiola here which will be.discussed in Chapter 4.
The procedure in Wie soil ich dich empfangen, G.O. I, p. 15, \
consists of a canon at the octave, below,, after one measure. "With the
exception of the third phrase, which is stated verbatim, the canon it
self represents.a considerable embellishment of the chorale tune.

.

All of the twelve free canons- which are not chorale-derived have
a chorale tune cantus firmus-, 0 Haupt voll Blut und Wunden, Orgel choral
I, GoOo II, po 38, has the chorale melody in the soprano• The dux be
gins after one and a half beats, and the comes follows two beats later
at the seventh, below» It will be seen that the fifth to eighth notes
of the canon are a retrograde imitation of the second to fifth notes of
the choraleo

Any contention from this that the canon is thus derived,

however, is rather far-fetched and,, doubtless, altogether unintended bythe composero

The inimitable- Leonard Bernstein (1966, p 0 20) has told

of playing "Happy Birthday11 backward to a very avant-garde composer
which the latter failed to recognize»• Later the -composer was addressed
by his own name spelled backward, which simply left him bewildered*
Certainly the purpose.in setting chorales for liturgical use is.to en
hance their beauty and, hopefully, edify the listener, not bewilder him*
. In the third variation on this Passion chorale, Orgelchoral II,
.GoO* II, p*.39, the comes is the actual bass as the composer calls for a
four-foot pedal stop to play the cantus*

The tortuously chromatic canon

is in the third, below, with a measure and a half interval*.
The third Variation of Ach wie fluchtig, ach wie nichtig is a
free canon at the second after one beat*
many rests and wide leaps*

It is somewhat fragmented with

The unembellished cantus is in the highest

voice*
In the first -movement of.Wer_weiss, wie. nahe mir mein Ende, the
canon is in the octave, below, with a half-measure interval*

Here,

again, the comes is the actual bass as four- and•two-foot stops are

: '

-

15

indicated for the pedal.cantus> In the fourth movement, the chromatic
canon is in the fifth, below, with a one-measure interval*
The sixth movement is a double canon, both in the fifth, below.
■The double comes follows the double.dux by one measure.

This is another

instance of a departure from Peppingfs usual contrapuntal style in the
chorale canons.

The many successions of parallel fourths impart an ar

chaic quality, at times, to this piece.
Erstanden ist der heilig Christ, B.O. II, p. 32, is a trio with
a four-foot' pedal cantus, slightly embellished.

The canon is in the

fifth, below, with the surprisingly long time interval of three measures.
Of the three canonic settings- of Glaubige- Seel, B.O. I, pp. 30,
31, and 34, the first two are for manuals only.

In the first, the un

adorned cantus is in the soprano; in the second, it migrates from soprano
to alto.

They are both canons in the seventh, below, with a one-beat

time interval.

The second, however, is inverted.

The third setting is

a trio with the canon in the fifth after two measures.
solves six measures from the end.

The canon'dis

The chorale melody is fully stated in

the pedal. .
Stellhorn (1964, p. l6l). describes the fourth variation of Wer
■nur den, lieben Gott lasst walten as.a 1fnon-canonic scherzo, movement.TT
This, of course, is not true as the canonic procedure is continuous and
exact up to the final seven measures.

It is a canon, at the fifth, below,

at a distance of three measures.
There is one free canon in the Funfundzwanzig Orgelchorale-—
Christ, unser Herr, zum Jordan kam, F.O., p. 18.

The four-foot pedal ..

:

-

y

. ;

; .
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cantus is the real soprano« The canon is at the octave, below, after
two beatso
As mentioned.above, there are.two settings which combine both .
the free and chorale tune canon« Obviously, in both cases they are,
double canons*

In Variation III of the partita on Wer nur den lieben

Gott lasst walten the first canon is of the free type.

The second

canon, beginning in the third measure at the fourth, below, one beat
removed, is an embellished version of the chorale tune.

In 0 Haupt voll

Blut und Wunden, Vorspiel, GoO* II, p. 3^? thet first canon is free al
though there is a resemblance in the first few notes to the chorale*
The comes follows after three quarter notes at the fourth, below*

From .

the third phrase of the chorale to the end, there is a double pedal
cantus firmus in canonic procedure at the fifth after two beats.

At the

climax, for the space of a measure and a half, there is even triple
canon with two parts added to the manual voices*

With the start of the

double.canon, the time interval is extended to four quarter notes, and .
the spatial interval expanded to a fifth.

The.temporal distance is theni

reduced to one beat following the brief triple canon.
Stellhorn (1964,; p. 178) regards the .climax of this remarkable
piece as one of the most impressive in the mid-century chorale prelude
literature.*
words: •

A look at the example will convey more to the reader than
\
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Chorale Motet
There are only two compositions by Pepping which may properly
be called chorale motets.

Actually, they are in quasi-motet style.

In

neither is there ever a complete fugal exposition, although there is im
itation, most frequently in the soprano, of all the chorale phrases in
order.

Both have a pedal cantus firmus in which the complete chorale

melody unfolds.

; ' In Erhalt uns, Herr, bei deinem Wort, K„0.^ p. 21, the rule is
vorimitation except for the initial tenor;entry, which occurs immediately
after the first note of,the cantus.

While the alto and tenor participate

in the -first phrase imitation, the soprano is the only participating
voice until the last phrase, Here all voices participate, albeit with
fragmentary entries and slight pitch changes.
The first movement of the partita on Mit Fried und Freud ich
fahr dahin is also a quasi,, or free, motetA In contrast to the other
example, the device prevailing here is nachimitation, again excepting .
the first phrase. -Here there is embellished vorimitation in the two
lower manual parts. , Thereafter, the only voice participating in complete
imitative statements is the soprano. Again, however, there is some
fragmentary imitation in the other voices of the first three notes of
the final phrase.

Also, there is an inverted point of imitation at the

second phrase in the next to lowest manual part.

There is also consist

ent canonic 'treatment between the two lower manual parts.

Therefore, ;

this setting must be considered among the composite types.

The, canonic

interval is a fifth at a distance of a measure and a half.

The canonic

.

procedure is exact throughout, save at the single point of inverted imi->
tation.
'At a lesser level of contrapuntal technique, in what might be
called incipient motet style, is the use of simple vor- or nachimitation.
Here there arc points of imitation, only at the beginning or end of a .
piece.. Nun freut euch. lieben Christen gmejn, X.O., p. 28, uses both.

.

\

--: :^

.' - ; - ^ ^

whereas Gelobet seist du, Jesu Christ, Vorspiel I-,. G.O.

::::

;:;: ^ ^

29, em

ploys vorimitation, motto-fashion^ of the first phrase only.
In Herzl-iebster Jesu, K.O. , p.c 14^ the last two phrases of the
cantus are imitated in the soprano. There is vorimitation, again motto
like, in Heiliger Geist, du Troster mein, K.O., p.

19o In 0 wir armen

Sunder, Orgelchoral, G.O. II, p. l4, can be found nachimitation of the
first phrase in the soprano and tenor.

There is inverted imitation of

the first three notes at the beginning of Auf, auf mein Herz, mit
Freuden,-G.0. Ill, p. 16.

At the end of the piece, the same.three notes

are imitated in both regular and contrary motion.
The very short, twelve-measure setting of 0 wie, selig seid ihr
doch, ihr Frommen, F.O., p. 28, although classified here as a cantus ,
firmus type, is really a motet in miniature.

It has a number of points

of imitation though they are not consistent with respect to voice participation nor interval relationship.

The principle of nachimitation .

prevails and, because of the brevity of the piece, most of this is over
lapping.

The first phrase is imitated stretto-fashion•by the soprano.

The second phrase is imitated in the soprano and alto, and.the third .
phrase in all voices except the lower part of the double pedal.

The

last two phrases are imitated only in the soprano» .Altogether, this, is \
a little gem of a piece.

Owing to the absence of technical problems in

this number, not to say the entire collection of which it is a part, it
is an excellent teaching piece. .

Chorale Fugue
. Pepping has written eight chorale fugues including two fughettaSo

Seven of these are monothematic and the eighth is a double fugue».

In five of the fugues the chorale tune appears as a cantus either in
.whole or in part.
According to Apel1s definition (1969, p» 621) of a chorale fugue,
the first line or phrase of the.chorale serves as the fugal subject.

In -

the two fughettas and three of the single-subject fugues by Pepping this
definition holds. In one of the monothematics, however, the subject de
rives from the next to last phrase and in the other is taken from por
tions of several phraseso

In the double fugue, it will be seen that the

subjects are not based on the chorale at all.
this in Bacho

There is a precedent for •

In Allein Gott in der Hoh* sei Ehr, Peters, Vol. VI, p* 29,

the subject bears no resemblance to the chorale*

It is possible, then,

to make the same distinction between chorale- and non-chorale-derived
fugues as between chorale- and non-chorale-derived canons*
The subject of Vom Himmel hoch, da komm ich her, G*0* I, p* 35/
.1
"
:
is based on the first four notes of the chorale* The first three state
'

ments are in normal tonic-dominant relationship*

The fourth, however,

appears in the sub-dominant * From the conclusion of the exposition to
the end of the piece, the cantus firmus chorale tune is in the pedal*
0 Mensch, bewein dein-Sunde gross, Vorsniel I,■G*0* II, p* 22, .
has a somewhat disjunct subject loosely derived from the.chorale*

The

first three notes of the subject are the fifth to seventh notes in
phrase one of the chorale tune; the fourth to sixth are the third to

-

.

-

■

.

■

■■ .

::
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fifth'in phrase four; and. the seventh to eleventh represent an inversion
of the last three notes of phrase two and the first two notes of phrase
three!

This subject is exposed in the traditional manner» Thereafter,

it appears five more times in the pedal and once in the soprano, al
though not always in its complete form.

There is no cantus firmus as.

such, but the fourth and fifth phrases of the chorale do appear toward
the end, in the soprano.

'

Zeuch ein zu deinem Toren, G.O. Ill, p. 4l, is a tonal fugue
with the exposition unfolding in the usual way, albeit the second re
sponse begins in diminution.

The subject is based on the first phrase

of the chorale.. There is a complete•cantus firmus in the tenor.
The five-voice fugue on Mitten wir im heben sind has a subject
derived from the penultimate phrase of the chorale.
proceeds according to rule more or less.

The exposition

The responses are in dominant

relation to the subject for two-thirds their length, then are modified
to the sub-dominant. There are several stretti including one with, the pedal, and later the soprano, in augmentation.
There is a second complete exposition with the subject inverted.,
It is heard five times in all voices save the pedal.

Commencing with

the second exposition, several phrases of the chorale tune are employed
as a cantus. At one point the penultimate phrase in the soprano, and the
final phrase in the tenor overlap.
The extended subject (nearly eleven measures) of Erschienen ist :
der herrlich Tag, G.O. Ill, p. 10, is loosely based on the first phrase
of the chorale.

It is exposed in all voices except the pedal, which has

.//

.: .

''

:=
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a free counterpoint» The second half of the subject is something of a
curiosity in the diminished seventh.chords it outlines.

During the epi

sodic portions, the polyphony dissolves into vigorous chordal passages
with double-dotted rhythms.
Pepping has written a fughetta on the chorale Kommt und lasst
uns Christum ehren, Vorspiel, G.O. I, p. 39® The subject is based.on
<
the first phrase of the chorale and is exposed from top to bottom in
the usual way.

There is a rather long episode between the third and

last entries including some unusual, for Pepping, polytonality.

At the

cadence there is a restatement, in the soprano, of the first half of the
subject.
The other fughetta is 0 wir armen Sunder, Vorspiel I, G.O. II,
p. 4.

This piece is really another hybrid example with two distinct

sections.

The sections overlap with the final statement of the fughetta

subject heard simultaneously with the opening phrase of the chorale
cantuso ‘Part two is a cantus firmus form with all phrases heard.in .
order.

The polyphony begins to dissolve henceforth, and many chordal

passages, occur.
■The fughetta subject is,■again, loosely based on the first
phrase of the chorale as can be seen in the following examples showing
the chorale:
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and the fughetta subject:
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The usual tonic-dominant relationship is not followed.

The second and

third entries are both in the dominant while the fourth and fifth are in
the tonic.

There is one further abortive entrance in section two, which

dissolves after one measure.
The fifth variation of the partita Ach wie fluchtig, ach wie
nichtig is a monumental double fugue.

The first subject is disjunct in

character and not derived from the chorale.

As in most of the other

chorale fugues, the subject and response interval relationships are
normal. The second subject contrasts nicely with the first in being
both more animated and more diatonic.
ever, the pedal entrance is missing.

In the second exposition, how
During the final section of the

fugue, both subjects appear together three times.

The first, second,

and last phrases of the chorale tune are heard as a cantus firmus in the
soprano.

Chorale' Fantasia

..

:

•According to Tussler (1968, p. 39)r the keynote for the chorale
1fantasias of Bach is freedom in the treatment of the' chorale melody*
Bse may range :from the first few notes to the entire melody» The.
phrases'employed may or may not be in their original shape and order*
There is usually a quality of improvisation in which phrases and motives
may completely lose their identity*
find their way into the fantasias*.

Frequently, elements of other types
All of this could just as well have

been written to describe the four fantasias of Pepping*
.
'
'
. .
L
I.
Christus der uns selig macht, Vorspiel HI, B«0* II, p* 12, is
the composer’s single organ chorale for pedal solo*

In reality, it al

ternates between solo and bicinium since more than half is for double
pedal*

Only the first four phrases of the chorale are used and they

are considerably embellished*

At one point phrases one and three are

heard simultaneously * There is episodic material of an improvisatory
nature between the phrases themselves*

The piece is in the Phrygian

mode as is the chorale*
In the fourth variation of. the partita Mit Fried und Freud ich fahr dahin, the first phrase of the -chorale appears in the pedal after
a four-measure tonic .pedal point*

The second and third phrases, highly,

embellished, follow in order but with episodic material interspersed*
Henceforth, the pedal voice dissolves into a free counterpoint*

During,

the ensuing improvisatory development, much use is made of a motive de
rived from phrase, two of the chorale* . In the final thirteen measures
the complete chorale melody is brought in as a cantus in the soprano, a

■treatment reminiscent of Bach1s Herr Jesu Christ, diph zu uns wend',
Peters,.Vol. VI, p« 70.
There are two variations in the partita on Wie schon leuchtet
der'-Morgenstern which must be considered fantasias, although they are
somewhat more formally organized than the other examples.
has no semblance of a cantus whatsoever.
motives all generated from the chorale.
from the first four notes of phrase one.

Variation I

It does have three recurring
The first of these derives
The.second is based on the

last phrase and is essentially a descending D major scale.
is derived from the second half of phrase one.

The third

There is.a certain os-

tinato effect produced by the iteration of these motives, which.has led
Stellhorn (1964, p. 132) to call this piece a passacaglia.

He regards

the scale motive as the ostinato which "is heard twenty times, and is
sometimes artfully disguised.n This observer finds it a total.of eight.
times.

Apparently, it is so artfully disguised the other twelve, as to

remain hidden from view.

As a,matter of fact, the third motive appears

some fourteen times, altogether undisguised, and. the first, six times
usually substantially, modified.

In any case, there are periodic ab

sences of each of the motives plus a quite different ostinato treatment
here from the more obvious passacaglia examples.
Variation IV of the same partita is slightly more improvisational in character than the first.

The theme of the first section is a

highly ornate version, of the■first three phrases of the chorale.
ond section is ah. ornamental version of the last phrase.

A sec

The composer

has indicated that, this be playedi at a higher dynamic level on a .

different manual * The second half of this movement has the cantus
firmus greatly embellished in the tenor»

'

Chorale Passacaglia

It is not the purpose of this writer to attempt to differentiate
between the terms chaconne and passacaglia.

Apel suggests (1969, p.

l4l) that a chaconne is built over a harmonic ostiriato while a passa
caglia is a series of variations over a ground bass.
is premised on Bach’s .classic examples.

This, of course,

Bukofzer (19.47,. p. 42) claims,

however, that this distinction runs contrary to early Baroque practice ..
where frequently the passacaglia lacked the ostinato bass.

Stellhorn

(1964, p. 129) proposes a rather curious rhythmic distinction:

ostinato

compositions in triple meter are passacaglias ;■ those in quadruple
meter, chaconnes.
with ostinatio.

In any case, Pepping has written only three pieces

Since he has not labeled them, they shall be called

passacaglias here.
In the first variation on Ach wie fluchtig, ach wie nichtig, the .
two-measure ground bass is an embellished inversion of the first two
phrases of the chorale tune.

It is stated'eleven times in the pedal

and twice in the soprano, dropping out for the final thirteen measures.
Simultaneously with the last statement of the ostinato, a migrant cantus •
firmus begins in' the pedal and moves to the soprano»
A one-measure ostinato serves as the ground for Komm, Gott Schopfer,heiT'ger Geist, G.O. III, p. 36.

It is not chorale-derived and con

sists simply of an ascending fifth and two ascending fourth's.

It is

repeated eighteen times in the pedal, four times in the soprano, and

\

- .

'

-

-

thirteen times in inner voices.

'

'
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The entire chorale tune is heard as

cantus in the soprano at the end of the composition.
Erstanden ist der heilig Christ, B.O. II, p.

has a somewhat

longer ostinato of six measures very loosely derived from the first and
last phrases of the chorale.

The virtually unadorned cantus appears

throughout in the soprano.

\
Chorale Toccata

Pepping1s .only toccata for organ is on the chorale Mitten wir im
Leben•sind. The whole-of this long chorale appears as cantus.in regular
phrase order, usually in the soprano, sometimes in the tenor.

There are

.two pedal motives which are iterated with ostinato-like frequency.

The

first -is in •-•eighth notes' comprising an alternating minor third and tritone.

The second, in sixteenths, is built on an alternating minor and

major third plus a rising and descending scale figure.

The. scale begins

in the Dorian mode, changes to D major, and descends as Dorian, again.
The basic tonality of the piece, however, is Phrygian enhanced by the
repeated F-naturals in the pedal ostinato..
Hybrid Forms
Although every effort has been made to classify Pepping*s organ •
chorales according to their more distinguishing characteristics, many
of them have sufficiently important subsidiary features to merit further
attention as mixed types, or hybrids.

Some of these multiple features

have already been noted in the preceding remarks on the various chorale
types. . Those to be considered here comprise the.fantasia-like

compositions with a chorale cantus firmus, in all but two cases a mi
grant Cantuso It is not surprising, .considering.Pepping1s style, that
there should be a significant number of these« It is characteristic of
the composer, however, as has already been observed,.that despite.the
sometimes improvisatory character of his writing, he normally preserves
the essential features of the chorale melody»
In Da Christus geboren war, Vorspiel.I, B.O. I, p. 6, one finds
many hallmarks of the fantasia style.

There is a fanfare introduction

with repeated chords and frequent changes of meter.
motive results from oblique motion of the voices.

A recurrent "wedge1*
There are rapidly

ascending and descending scale figures, and alternating contrapuntal
and homophonic passages.

Three somewhat unusual perfect authentic ca

dences demarcate several sections of the piece.

Vorspiel III of the

same chorale,'. B.O. I, p. 16, is noteworthy for its sliding chromaticism
juxtaposed to some relatively diatonic passages. ■ Three devices found in
this setting go straight back to the Middle Ages: parallel fourths and
fifths,-parallel sixth chords (fauxbourdon), and one example of hemiola—
further evidence of Pepping1s tendency to combine archaic and contempor-’
ary idioms.
In Christus, der uns selig macht, Vorspiel IV, B.O. II, p. 13,.
are found again parallel fourths and.the alternating contrapuntal and
chordal treatment. There is much rhythmic, energy and rhythmic contrast
in this work.

Quiet passages in eighth and quarter notes are followed •

by thirty-second note figures.
■ ■ ■■

■

)

Frequently, there are dotted rhythms,

syncopation, and triplets alternating with duplets.

Jesu Kreuz, Leiden und Pein, Vorspiel II, p, 22, is the only ■
composition of- Peppingfs in which the cantus firmus is.in long notes, a .
contrast to Bach's usual practice.

There is a good •deal of clashing'

dissonance here, probably for pictorial reasons, and a passage in quartal
.harmonye

There is more -quartal harmony in Mit Freuden zart, B.O. II, p.

37) and, in fact, parallel fourths prevail throughout.
Macht hoch die Tur, die Tor machtweit, G.O. I, p. 4, runs the
gamut of fanciful effects*

It has sweeping upward scales, percussive

chords, quartal chords, parallel fourths and fifths, and enormous rhyth
mic energy*

A strange anachronism is the surprising cycle of fifths -

after the third and fourth phrases of the cantus*
In 0 Mensch, bewein dein. Siinde gross, Vorspiel II, G.O* II, p* .
27, great excitement is generated at the climax with rapid scale pat
terns and octaves*

Rhythmic intensity accumulates through thirty-second

note figures, dotted,/and.double-dotted notes*

There is some chromati

cism coupled with a massive build-up of percussive chord blocks*
"Many of these same devices prevail in Jesus Christus, unser ,
Heiland, der den Tod uberwand, G*.Q* III, p* 4*

Part of the effect, or

mood, of this piece derives from the sometimes abrasive insistence of
the dissonant minor seconds and major sevenths*

The effect is even more

startling in Gelobt sei ,Gott im hochsten Thron, Vorspiel, G*0* III, pv*
22, which has two entire pages of quite conservativediatonic writing in
the key of D»

Suddenly, there are three measures of sharp dissonance

between the first and second repetitions of the third phrase of the
cantus * !With the third repetition there is a return to functional

harmonic progression9 but- immediately following are three measures of
dissonant polyharmonye
cadence in D.

This dissonance quickly subsides, moving to a

The first repetition of the third phrase disintegrates

into a tremolo figure more kindred to piano technique than organ.

In

asmuch as the phrase is iterated three times, this is probably for
'textual emphasis.
Komm, heiliger Geist, Herre Gott, G.O. Ill, p. 46, after a pas
sive beginning, grows to a feverish climax by means of sweeping scale
passages, dotted rhythms, and a rapid succession of rising sixth chords.

CHAPTER 3
STYLE' ANALYSIS

The word which best describes Pepping1s style is diversified..
One has only to compare the melodic structure of Vom Himmel hoch, da
komm'ich her, G.O. I, p.. 351 with Da Christus geboren war, B.C. I, p.
12, and again with Erstahden ist der heilig Christ, B.C. II, p. 32.

In

the, first instance, the fugue subject outlines a functional chord pro
gression in the best Baroque practice.

In the second, the motive could

be described as atonal in its angular configuration, while the third
example consists of a simple diatonic scale.
This diversity is not limited to melodic treatment but extends
equally to harmony, counterpoint, texture, and rhythm.
While Pepping is at times in the mainstream of the twentieth
century harmonically, he does, at the same time, draw much of his in
spiration, from the past.

His harmonic vocabulary, though frequently

tertian, embraces every possible chordal combination.

The harmony may

progress functionally in eighteenth century fashion or not as the com
poser sees fit.

As Alfred Durr (1961, p. 153) notes, the listener can

suddenly feel "transferred from the world of Stravinsky into that of
Peter Cornelius." Pepping is a master of counterpoint and the imita
tive forms but often intersperses the polyphony with chordal passages.The writing runs the gamut from simple diatonicism, based on
functional harmonic movement, to what might be called the free .

32
chromaticism of the neo-Classic school.

In between these extremes can

be found varying degrees of chromatic treatment.
Gelobt sei Gott im hochsten Thron, K.O., p. 16, furnishes a
good example of the diatonic style:
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A comparison of two chromatic passages, the first from Da
Christus geboren war, B.O. I, p. 12, and the second from Ach wie fluchtig, ach wie nichtig, Variation V, will reveal the difference between
functional and nonfunctional chromatic treatment:

Pepping *s style will sometimes change from measure to measure.
He will juxtapose archaic devices, such as the hemiola or cycle of
fifths, side by side with the most avant-garde dissonance.
sections will alternate abruptly with large chord blocks.

Contrapuntal
Bartlett

(1954, p. 619) has been led to observe that "despite inventiveness in
finding new devices to widen his range of expression, he does not quite
succeed in overcoming a certain archaism inherent in his style," and
Durr (1961, p. 146) says, "Copying of the style of past centuries is
barely concealed by the modern guise of uncompromising linearity."
Although Stellhorn (1964, p. 137) has characterized Peppingfs
style as "broken" or "fragmentized," this is not true in all cases by
any means.

The fugue on Vom Himmel hoch, da komm ich her, G.O. I, p.

33, for example, is almost textbook-like in its regularity.

The same

can be said for several of the chorale canons and passacaglias as well.
There are many other examples, even in works where there is no unifying
formalistic device, where the writing is beautifully knit together.

A

■■■■ ;

V;,:'
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case in point.would be Sollt1 ichmeinem Gott nicht singen, K.O., p.'31.
.In those pieces which can be described as fragmentized, there is some
times a characteristic motive to impart unity in addition to the usually
present cantus firmuso
Motivic Treatment
Pepping does not write figured chorales in the way that Bach
did, especially in the Orgelbuchiein, where, a recurrent figure or mo
tive runs consistently through the piece.

He does frequently, however,

\ employ a characteristic .motive which-will appear either exactly or in
modification from time to time.

This type of motivic treatment is,

.of course, apart from the ostinati in the chorale passacaglias, which
..are always exact and uninterrupted.
. In the second organ chorale on Glaublge Seel, B.O. I,, p. 29, for
example, he uses a portion of the last phrase of the.chorale, a descend
ing, major triad, in a characteristic way.

In the third organ chorale, -

B.O. I, p. 309 the motive consists of. a four-note descending scale
figure.

In the fourth variation on Christus, der uns selig macht, B.O.

II, p . 139 there is a descending sixteenth note motive in the pedal.

In

Jesu Kreuz, Leiden und Pein, B.O. II, p. 28, a sixteenth note figure,
descending initially by leap and then chromatically, is announced first
in the soprano in measure five.
There is another descending motive in Gottes Sohn ist kommen, •
B.O. I, p. 20, consisting of the sequential use of a third followed by a
fourth.

In 0 wir armen Sunder, G.O. II, p."9, the motive does not ap

pear until the seventeenth measure.

From then on, however, its motivic

'.
function is established by frequent iterations'.
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Here the figure de

scends by widening intervals--a second, a third, and a fifth*
The composer, on occasion, will use a double or triple motive,
sometimes alternatively, sometimes simultaneously*

In the first move- ■

ment of Wie schon leuchtetder Morgenstern, there are three simultane
ous motives which recurcontinuously*

(These have already been de

scribed in some detail under Chorale Fantasia in Chapter 2.)

One.of

the motives in Da Christus geboren war-., B.C. I, p* 12, is rhythmic, con
sisting of two sixteenths and an eighth*
scribed as a serial-like.tone row*

The other has already been de

As a matter of fact, it contains

eleven of the twelve chromatic notes*

In Jesu Kreuz, Leiden und Pein,

B*0o II, p* 17, the leaping augmented triad motive is counterbalanced by
a trill-like figure hovering around.two or three notes*
• ■• Tonality and Modality
After the fashion of many contemporary composers, Pepping does
not use key signatures*

This does not mean that his music is in any

sense atonal* There Is always a feeling of a tonal or modal center, as
the case may be*

Usually this is determined by the chorale tune cantus

firmus* It is.true, when he is writing in a more contemporary idiom,
tonalities tend to blur or become obscured at times*

Where the chords

do not progress in the traditional sense, harmonic movement tends to
disappear except as the.harmonic tension either increases or diminishes*
Here the forward motion is carried on, as far as the ear is concerned,.
by the horizontal movement of the voices and the rhythm*

This can be

seen in an example from Wer weiss, wie nahe mir mein Ende, Variation III
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Somewhat analogous to this are passages approaching what Slominsky described as pandiatonicism (Apel 1969) p. 639 )•

The absence of

functional harmonic movement again produces a somewhat static harmony
contrasting with a rhythmically active counterpoint as in the example
from the second movement of Ach wie fluchtig, ach wie nichtig:

Whereas Bach frequently cast the modal chorale tunes into major
or minor tonalities, Pepping and other contemporary organ composers have
often sought to do the opposite.

This revival of the Medieval church

z'.
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modes has not, of course, been restricted to composers of sacred music *
Debussy and others have employed them as a means of breaking with nine
teenth century Romanticism and broadening the tonal spectrum of the.
twentieth.
In the case of Pepping, the organ chorale may be modal even
where the hymn tune is not.

For instance, in Macht hoch die Tur, die

Tor macht welt, G.O. I,-p. 4, the chorale melody, is in F major.

Since

it is used throughout the piece as a cantus it governs the tonal center
which, then, is F.

This being the case, however, the first ten measures

of the piece are Dorian, and the next fifteen are Mixolydian.

This is /

what Persichetti (1961, p. 40) calls modal interchange, the result of a
modal change while the tonal center remains.

There is a somewhat curi

ous middle section to this piece in which the identical third and fourth
phrases of the chorale are treated to an unabashed sequence based on the
cycle of fifths— another example of Pepping1s fondness for archaic de
vices. .
Modal interchange takes place in 0 wir armen Sunder, G.O. II, p.
l4o

The chorale itself is Mixolydian and, the first six measures are

harmonized accordingly.

In the seventh, however, the -F-sharps disappear /

and the mode'shifts to Dorian.
In Wie soil ich dich empfangen, Vorspiel II, G.O. I, p. .18,, the ;
chorale tune is in E-flat major and the prevailing tonality is E-flat.
An approximately equal number of D-naturals and D-flats indicates a
fluctuation between the Mixolydian mode and E-flat major.

'
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.Polymodality is not common with Pepping, but at least one ex
ample existse The cantus firmus of the Orgelchoral on Wie soil ich dich'
empfangen, G.O.. I, p« 23? is in E-flat major*

At the third phrase, how-.

ever, the manual voices are simultaneously in the Phrygian mode.
As with polymodality, polytonality is something of a rarity with
this composer.

A few instances do exist.

One of the clearest is toward

the end of the fughetta on Kommt und lasst uns Christum ehren, G.O. I,
p. 39-

Here the upper parts are clearly in the prevailing F. major

tonality while the left hand part appears to be in E-flat minor.
Another instance occurs in the Vorspiel on Gelobt sei Gott im „
hdchsten Thron, .G.O. Ill, p..22.

Owing to. a certain ambiguity in the

tonalities, this passage might better be regarded as polyharmoniCo

It

is all the more striking as it follows so closely upon a passage in
traditional harmony. .
Further examples of polyharmony can be found in 0 wir armeh
Sunder, Vorspiel I, G.O. II, p. A,..and 0 susser Herre Jesu Christ, B.O.
I, p. 38.

.

; \
• ' Texture .

As with every other aspect of Pepping1s music there is a wide
range of variety in texture. Textures range from, unaccompanied monody
such as the pedal solo Vorspiel on Christas, der uns selig macht, B.0»
II, p. 12, to the complex six voice polyphony in the triple canon sec
tion of 0 Haupt voll Blut und Wunden, G.O. II, p. 3^«

On the other

hand, an essentially homophonic, melody and accompaniment, texture will
exist as in Sollt1 ich meinem Gott nicht singen, K.O., p. 31) or at the
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end of 0 Heiland, reiss die Himmel auf, G.O. I, p. 26.

At times chord

blocks will be treated polyphonically as in the following examples from
Mit Fried und Freud ich fahr dahin, Variation IV:

and Ach wie fluchtig, ach wie nichtig. Variation I:
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One of the reasons Pepping's style can at times be called frag
mentized or rhapsodic is his penchant for interrupting a prevailing
texture by alternating two or three part counterpoint with large chord
blocks.

Examples of this can be found in Freut euch, ihr Christen alle,

K.O., p. 9; Jesus Christus herrscht als Konig, K.O., p. l8; and Sonne
der Gerechtigkeit, K.O., p. 26.
That Pepping is a master contrapuntist is amply demonstrated in
the chorale canons, fugues, and motets, not to mention any number of the
cantus firmus pieces.

As Durr (1961, p. 145) notes, "The composer's

pleasure in overcoming without apparent effort even the most difficult
contrapuntal problems is undeniable."

Hans Schmidt (1954, p. 105), in

describing Pepping's polyphonic technique, makes the following rather
curious statement:
The countervoices are in sharp contrast melodically with
the cantus firmus since they have nothing in common with its
melodic substance. Neither in vorimitation, motet-style, nor
in canonic or any other thematic correspondence are they

4l
related to the leading voice. We find ourselves at opposite
poles with the principle of imitative composition of J. N.
David.
It is true that in many of the free elaborations with cantus
firmus there is no correspondence between the countervoices and the
cantus.

But, as a blanket statement of Pepping*s total practice, the

above is patently untrue.

It has been shown in Chapter 2 to what ex

tent the composer is at home with the imitative forms.

It has also

been shown to what extent he derives fugue subjects and canonic voices
from the cantus firmus, and how he does use vorimitation as well as
nachimitation "motet-style. ** Now it is also perfectly true that Pepping
is not as consistent in his use of imitative techniques as David.

Stell-

horn (1964, p. 43) notes that the latter "could well be called 'Mr.
Canon,1 having written sixty canons out of a total of 114 compositions
. . . ."

Nonetheless, Schmidt's statement would have to be amended to

apply only to certain works by Pepping, not to all by any means.
His counterpoint can be altogether independent melodically and
rhythmically in the best Baroque tradition as evidenced in the third
variation of Wer weiss, wie nahe mir mein Ende.

Conversely, he very

frequently uses parallelisms.
Considering the advanced harmonic technique, especially in some
of the later works, it is noteworthy that most often the voices move in
parallel thirds and sixths.

This usually occurs in the chorales having

a joyful text and, as will be noted in the next chapter, is a device for
depicting joy.

This is not to say, of course, that the composer does

not use other parallelisms.

Parallel fourths and fifths are quite

common.

They can, in fact, provide the prevailing motion throughout an

entire piece as in Hit Freuden zart, B.0. II, p. 3 7 i and the final move
ment of Wer weiss, wie nahe mir mein Ende.

Occasional parallel sevenths

occur as shown in the examples from Erstanden ist der heilig Christ,
B.O, II, p. 34:

~o

and the first movement of Wer weiss, wie nahe mir mein Ende:
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A further revival of an earlier practice is the use of fauxbourdon, or sixth-chord style, as in 0 Mensch, bewein dein Sunde gross,
G.O. II, p. 27, and Gen Himmel aufgefahren ist, G.O. Ill, p. 34.

Harmony
Pepping *s harmony is usually tertian in the more conservative
pieces.
lines.

In these the harmonic progress functions along traditional
There is little dissonance and what does exist arises largely

from passing tones and resolving suspensions.

Two good examples of this

style can be found in Wie soli ich dich empfangen, G.O. I, p. 13, and
Ich steh an deiner Krippe hier, G.O. I, p. 44.
In the less derivative works, which are more a part of the twen
tieth century, the harmonic vocabulary embraces every conceivable chord.
Closely related to parallel fourth writing is quartal harmony, or chords
constructed on a series of fourths.

An illustration of this technique

can be seen in the example from Jesu Kreuz, Leiden und Pein, B.O. II,
p. 22:

;

-.. . .

#

;Although the sharper dissonances of the more idiomatic works
arise.naturally from the interplay of the contrapuntal voices, after the
manner of Hindemith and the other so-called neo-Classicists, on occa
sion a striking dissonance will appear in the midst of relative conson
ance.

Often this is done for pictorial effect.

An instance can be seen

in the first two measures of Wie soil, ich dich empfangen, G.O. I, p. 23e
Following a quiet, diatonic start in measure one, a sudden jagged figur
ation appears in measure two to interrupt the flow before smoothing out
into a broken chord pattern.

Again2 at the end of 0 Mensch bewein dein

Siinde gross, G.O. II, p. 27, the simultaneous cross relations appear as
a shock.after the preceding relative calm.

•

Rhythm and Meter .One of the most striking features of Pepping1s style is the
variety and vitality of the rhythm.

By and large he employs metrical

rhythm, something of a necessity in the cantus firmus compositions where
frequently the original rhythm as well as the.notes, of the chorale are
preserved.

At the same time he gains diversity through complex rhythmic,

constructions involving thirty-second and sixty-fourth notes, double
dotted rhythms, percussive chord blocks, syncopation,.rapidly changing
meters, hemiola formations, and occasionally polymeters.

A passage from

0 Mensch,. bewein dein Sunde-gross, G.O. II, p. 27, will demonstrate some
of these devices:
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An interesting example of cross rhythm occurs in the second
movement of Wer weiss, wie nahe mir mein Ende.

Although, for the sake

of convenience, a meter signature of 12/4 is given, it is obvious that
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the tactus in the upper parts at the start, at least, is a half note,
while in the lower parts it is a dotted half.
In Erstanden ist der heilig Christ, B.O. II, p. 30, Pepping
actually supplies two meter signatures, 6/8 in the manual parts and 3/4
in the pedal.

This type of polyrhythm, or polymeter, is closely allied

to another device from the past which the composer uses occasionally.
This is the hemiola formation.

It occurs in Da Christus geboren w ar,

B.O. I, p. 16; Gelobt sei Gott im hochsten Thron, K.O., p. 16; Macht
hoch die Tur, die Tor macht weit, G.O. I, p. 10; and Sollt1 ich meinem
Gott nicht singen, K.O., p. 31illustrate the technique:

An example from the last mentioned will

CHAPTER 4

SYMBOLISM

'

In dealing with the pictorial, or symbolic, aspects of Pepping's
.organ chorales, the safest route probably lies somewhere between
Schweitzer and Spitta in their respective analyses of Bach.

Schweitzer

has been accused of seeing too much (Grace 1922, p. 122) and he, in turn,
accused Spitta of seeing too little (Schweitzer 1923, Vol. II, p. 3)•
Keller (196?, p. 199) warns against a "picture hunt" in the Orgelbuchlein, and'Bukofzer .(1947, p. 389) says, with reference to Schweitzer,
"It is . . . misleading to isolate certain figures and classify them in
a system of absolute meanings as motives of joy, steps, beatitude, and so
forth." Schweitzer (1923, Vol..II, p. 63) does contradict himself some
what in exclusively, assigning the rhythmic figure consisting of an
eighth note and two sixteenths as a joy motive.

It appears from time •

to, time in Christas der uns selig macht, Peters, Vol. V, p. 10, side by
side, with the chromatic grief motive.

It can also be found in Da Jesus

an dem Kreuze stund, Peters, Vol. V, p. 11, and again in Christ lag in
Todesbanden, Peters, Vol. VI, p. 40, wherein Schweitzer (1923, Vol. II,.
p. 54) describes it as "heavy descending semiquavers, that seem to fet
ter the melody and. draw it down into the depths."

In short, there are

pitfalls in an over-zealous search for tone painting..
In any case, there are a sufficient number of reasonably obvious
pictorial effects in Pepping*s works to warrant an assumption that they
■
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are there to illuminate the text.

For example, in 0 Welt, sieh hier

dein Leben, K.O., p. 12, the long series of suspensions accompanying the
last two phrases of the chorale highlights the words "allows Himself to •
;
be.outraged with blows, scorn, and great mockery."
hanced by the chromaticism of the upper parts.

This is further en^

The second verse, even

more, lends itself to this treatment: "before inconceivable sorrow one
sigh after another wells forth." The -resolving suspensions are similar
to the "sighing" motive of grief described by Schweitzer (1923, Vol. II,
p. 65)e The rising sequence in the soprano to "thy Savior sinks in
death" may imply that though Christ appears to perish on the cross, in
reality his spirit is borne aloftto heaven.
The fantasia on 0 Mensch, bewein dein Sunde gross, G.O. II,
27, is full of symbolism.

p.

It begins quite diatonicallyin a quiet,

solemn mood but becomes much more

animated at the words

to earth" with upward sweeping scales.

"left and came

There is an explosive climax at .

the line "To the dead He gave life arid cast away all sickness" withsweeping scales in thirds, percussive chords, .octave passages, and
double-dotted rhythms.

The pianistic style here is certainly not idio

matic to the organ and exploits its resources considerably. . The mood
gradually quiets down again as the sentiment of the text becomes more
somber.

The descending figure in the soprano, imitated.at the lower

octave in the alto, 'suggests the weight of "sinsV heavy burden."

The

poco meno mosso ending, "and on the cross did languish," with the sharp
clash of the simultaneous F, F-flat, and: E-flat, is reminiscent of
Bach's setting of the same chorale, Peters, Vol. V, p. 48.

; ; ,v:
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■In Gottes Sohn ist kommen, Vorspiel, GoO. I, p, 4$, Pepping
makes free use of the running, thirds and sixths which are characteristic
of him in expressions of joyo

Also are to be found two of the motives

which Schweitzer (19239 Vol. II, p. 65) associates with confidence or
joy in the music of Bach.

There are the nlong and animated11 sixteenth

note scale passages as well as something very similar to the so-called
nstep motive1’ (Schweitzer 1923? Vol. II, p. 60), especially as it scppears in Nun komrn’ der Heiden Holland., Peters, Vol. V, p^ 44, and Gelobt
sei1st du,.Jesu.Christ, Peters, Vol. V, p. 19«

This motive is called a

’’hooked” progression by Keller (1967, p. 203) which he suggests Bach
used to depict the rocking of the cradle.

An obvious pictorial accom

paniment to the phrase ”iii lowly appearance” comprises descending portato octaves followed by the descending ’’step motive” in single notes.
It is apparent that, to the composer, this phrase and the one preceding
it, ’’here on this, earth,” are most significant.

Even in the simple trio

setting of the Orgelchoraly G.0. I, p. 32, he highlights them with a
more expressive melody in the soprano as well as directions to play espressivo and possibly add to the registration.
. The ’’step motive” of joy appears in Es kommt ein Schiff, geladen,
K.O., p. 2, as well as the first two settings of Vom Himmel hoch, da komm ich her, K.O., p. 4 and p. 6.

All three variations of the latter

chorale, are filled with running passages of eighth or sixteenth notes
while the third is, appropriately enough, a pastorale..
In Frol ich soil mein Herze springen, K.O., p. 8, the ’’leaping
heart” is suggested by a motive consisting of two staccato eighth notes
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leaping up a fourth or a fifth.

Many of the joy motives are present in

Freut euch, ihr Christen alle, K.O., p. 9i including Schweitzer’s rhyth
mic one (mentioned above), animated passages in sixteenths and thirtyseconds, and numerous parallel thirds.
Forceful emphasis underscores the text "that such a sharp judg
ment has been declared?" in Herzliebster Jesu, K.O., p. l4.

At the word

"sharp" the soprano sweeps up to a high G-sharp against the pedal A.
Similar clashes occur during the phrase "into what transgression hast
Thou fallen?"

On the word "fallen" the falling line of the cantus

firmus is echoed in diminution by the soprano.
The broadening effect of the hemiola

and to a greater extent

the meter change, where the composer has indicated a lengthening of note
values, emphasizes the words "on the highest throne" and "only begotten
son."

It is significant that a change of note value is not indicated at

the other meter changes.

There are many running thirds in this setting

of the Easter hymn.
A long rising scale precedes the phrase "high from heaven" in
Heiliger Geist, du Troster mein, K.O., p. 19.

In the final phrase,

"shine on us with the light of Thy grace," a descending melodic sequence
in the soprano implies radiant light beaming down on earth as well as
the Pentecostal descent of the Holy Ghost to the apostles.
The text of Erhalt uns, Herr, bei deinem Wort, K.O., p. 21,
seems to suggest a mood of confident joy to Pepping as it apparently did
to Bach (Schweitzer, 1923, Vol. II, p. 373)•

There are many running

passages, parallel thirds, and instances of the rhythmic joy motive and

V v - : , ' ' ■■■' '
step motiveo
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The phrase "would hurl from Thy throne,1! however, is

thrown into prominence by virtue of its numerous points of imitation*
The frequent disjunct movement, especially in the highest voice,
in Sonne der Gerechtigkeit, K»0*, p« 26, produces a kaleidoscopic ef
fect suggesting the sparkling brilliance of sunlight*
fanfare effects, principally at the beginning and end.

There are also
The rhythm of

joy is present as well as parallel thirds and sixths» To accompany the
phrase "shine out on our time,n a rising scale sequence leads to a bril
liant trill on high G«
It is interesting to note that the first phrase rhythm in Pepping*s work Nun freut euch, lieben Christen g'mein, K*0*, p* 28, is
identical to Bach1s trio setting of the same chorale, Peters, Vol.- VII,
p* 36, although each used a different tune*

According to Keller (1967,

p* 235)5 Bach's melody, is the original one, the current version having
been substituted for it as early as the sixteenth century*

The dis

junct motive based on the first phrase illustrates the line "let our
hearts with rapture spring*" This charming little piece is filled with
bright running passages and parallel thirds, not to mention the rhythmic
joy motive*
1 Contrary to Bach's usual procedure. Pepping has employed the
ornamental*,or. florid, treatment of the chorale melody as an expression
of joy* •Two cases in point are .Es kommt ein S.chiff, geladen, K.O.,. p« .
2, and Christ, "der du bist der helle Tag, K*6*, p*. 3Q«

In the latter he

has indicated poco pesante at the end of the phrase "before Thee the
night can not endure*" As if for emphasis, the phrase "Thou dost radiate

light to us from the Fathern is expanded by means of a chromatically
ascending tremolo, a rising scale in the soprano, and a modified Lydian .
cadence again marked poco pesante. In the final melismatic phrase of the chorale, !,and art the minister of light ,M there is an elision of
some half-dozen notes.

The rhythmic joy motive occurs frequently.

In Sollt* ich meinem Gott nicht singen, K.O., p. ^1, here again
the first two phrases of the cantus firmus are embellished.beyond the
most fleeting resemblance to the chorale melody.

The end of the first,

phrase is broadened by means of a hemiola formation.

The second phrase,

if so it can be called, is actually a free elaboration along the lines
of the fantasia.

In truth, this work might be classified as, a fantasia

were it not for the regularity of its overall construction and the fact
that the remaining phrases of the chorale are announced verbatim.

A

point could be made that the first two measures of the piece comprise an
elision of phrases one and two, and the material which intervenes before
the repeat of the Stollen is episodic.
a pastorale.

Although not so labeled, this is

The florid, melismatic passages bespeak the joy of the

poet who wishes to sing his praises of God.

•

Stellhorn (1964, p. 151) calls this piece a !,ritornello!! and
likens it to Bach's treatment in the Schubler Chorales, especially
Wachet auf ruft uns die Stimme, Peters, Vol. VII, p. 57«

The use of

this term is somewhat misleading as the forriier is essentially simple
Bar form. ' Apel (1969, P« 80) suggests the term rhymed Bar form for
the latter.

■The quietly flowing triplet rhythm in Ich hab mein Sach Gott
heimgestellt, K*0., p 0 $4, underlines the mood of confident faith ex
pressed in the text.

Contributing to this is the use of the step mo-

.tive at- the end of phrase one and the occasional appearance of the
rhythmic joy motive.

The quartal chord at the end implies the expect

ancy of guidance from- above following a complete submission to God's
will.

•
Macht hoch die Tur, die Tor macht weit, Vorspiel I, G.O. I, p.

4, has every sort of rhapsodic device to illuminate the exultant Ad
vent text.

A carillon effect is produced in the opening measures by

virtue of the melodic and harmonic open fourths and fifths.
what lush chord progression leads to the opening phrase.

A some

The carillon

effect is redoubled with fourths and fifths in contrary motion.

To en

hance the words "Lift.high the door, the gate fling wide" are rising
thirds, percussive chords, and a sweeping scale in the bass.

The line

"the King of glory arrives" is characterized by running thirds, scales,
and roulades, in thirty-second and sixty-fourth notes.

The phrases "a

King of all kingdoms" and "a .'Savior of. all the world" are each fol
lowed by rhythmically animated rising sequences based on the cycle of
fifths., the second time in the higher octave.

The words "salvation and

life He brings" give rise to roulades and scales in sixty-fourth notes
and percussive chords ascending chromatically.
carillon motive at the end.

There is a return of the.

To communicate the exuberant emotion of ■

■this hymn, the composer has put together a-veritable melange of archaic
and contemporary resources.

Vorspiel II of the same chorale is conceived on a much less
opulent scale.

Here the composer.confines himself to trills, a few

animated scale passages, and a long series of descending thirds at the
end.

A characteristic "bell" sound is created.by periodic melodic in

tervals of a fourth or fifth.
In Vorspiel I of Wie soli ich dich empfangen, G.O. I, p. 1$,
the element of uncertainty in the first two lines of the poem is echoed
by the syncopated pedal.

It is possible that the chorale-derived canon

symbolizes the plea for the torch by whose guidance the petitioner may
walk in the true path with knowledge and understanding.
The note of uncertainty comes across in Vorspiel II, G.O. I, p.
l8, through the continual harmonic vacillation between the tonic and
lowered,subtonic as well as the meandering scale figures, neither de
terminedly in ascent or descent.

In the Orgelchoral, G.O. I, p. 2$,

after a melodious, diatonic start worthy of Mendelssohn, the erratic
interval pattern in measure, two again spells incertitude as does the
syncopation at the end of the first phrase.
lighted by

The word "torch" is high

the rising sequence at the poco ritardando section.

. To set the dramatic, almost savage, text of 0 Heiland, reiss
die Himmel

auf, G.O. I, p. 26, Pepping draws, upon allthe histrionic

devices of the fantasia.

The stage is set for "fling wide the heavens"

with rising and falling scales, trills, and dissonant interval clashes..
The command itself is accompanied by a strong cadence in D major..
Sweeping scales follow with additional sharp dissonance.

The last two

phrases, curiously, are in diatonic, chordal style with traditional

. ..

harmonic progressions.

:
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Perhaps the musical simplicity is meant to con

vey an ingenuous faith in the might and power of the Savior..
The, vorimitation in Gelohet seist du, Jesu Christ, Vorspiel I,
GoOe I, p. 299 is symbolic of the Messianic prophecies in the Old Testa
ment of the coming of Christ.

The Jacob's ladder

motiveatthe end of

phrase two depicts the

angels' descent, or perhaps Christ's descent, to

earth.

change- in the piece occurs

The only meter

at thewords "it is

true," which it serves to emphasize.
A carillon-like figure in the first measure of Vorspiel II,
G0O0 I, p. j)2, recurs in modified form several-times.

Furthermore,

bells are suggested in the full chord ringing out-of the first phrase
of the.cantus. The rhythmic figure consisting of a dotted eighth note
followed by a sixteenth, which Schweitzer calls (1923, Vol. II, p. 94)
the "rhythm of majesty," appears both before and after the first phrase
statement.

The.many rising and falling scales again depict the angels'

ascent and descent while the animated thirty-second; note passages im
part a feeling of great joy.
Vom Himmel hoch, da komm ich her, G.O. I, p. 35, is a joyful
fugue,, almost Bachian in its diatonicism and conventional harmonic pro
gressions.

There is none of the chromaticism and dissonance here which

Pepping normally reserves for expressing sorrow or grief.

The only nod

to contemporary practice are the pianistic tremolo, figures accompanying
the first two phrases of the cantus. Contributing to the spirit of joy '
are the parallel thirds and upward sweeping scales concurrent with the
last two phrases of the chorale.

The fughetta-pastorale Kommt und lasst uns Christum ehren, Vorspiel, G.O. I, p. 39, employs many of the joy motives including a rising
step motive in the subject, a carillonesque passage of alternating
fourths, and parallel thirds in triplet rhythm.

A startling polytonal

passage suggests the spiritual disorientation which exists before turn
ing the heart and mind to Christ and attending to His word.
The Orgelchoral, G.O. I, p. 42, is also a pastorale.

A rather

obvious pictorial effect results from the sudden change in direction of
the descending upper voice following the phrase "heart and mind to Him
turn."
The quiet, introspective flow of Ich steh an deiner Krippe hier,
G.O. I, p. 44, is occasionally disturbed by the rhythmic
which depicts the rocking of the Child’s cradle.

figure

j^ 5

A descending "Jacob’s

ladder" in the pedal, at the words "Take my spirit and mind," symbolizes
the kneeling and presentation of gifts to the infant Christ.
The purpose of the tone painting in Herr Christ,
Sohn,G.O. I, p. 46, is to enhance the symbolic radiance
the hymn.

der einig Gotts
expressed in

For example, the composer has indicated poco piu forte and

"brilliant" for the sparkling staccato figure on "morning star."

The

same figure occurs again in the last measure, at the word "bright,"
while a B minor broken chord in thirty-second notes accompanies "radi
ance."
An ominous mood is generated during the exposition of the fugue
0 wir armen Sunder. Vorspiel I, G.O. II, p. 4, by virtue of the bell
like figuration of the subject.

Here, however, the effect is less the

pealing of a carillon heralding joy than of a mournful funeral bell.
This effect is heightened by the repeated octaves announcing the first
phrase of the chorale.

The phrase "has brought us all to such great

peril" is climaxed by a dissonant clash and downward sliding chromatics..
A rising synthetic scale against chromatically descending sixth chords
leads to a polyharmonic measure wherein the syncopated leaping fifths
in the pedal form the maledictory accompaniment to the blaring Doomsday
trumpet in the manual parts.

The words "that we are subject to ever

lasting death" are harmonized by chromatically sliding inner voices and
a jagged, descending pedal figure.

At the word "death," the incessant

syncopated C pedal again tolls the death knell.

*

Vorsplel II, G.Oo II, p. 9, is really a partita in two movements.
In the first section, the cantus firmus unfolds in the pedal in a
straightforward, unadorned fashion, while in the second, it moves from
voice to voice and parts of it are embellished.

At the word "death," in

the andante,section, dramatic emphasis is provided by means of upward
surging scales plus a harmonic progression from B-flat major through E.
dominant seventh (involving a tritone root movement) and G minor to D
major, all over a D pedal.

In the poco animato section more surging

scales, chromaticism, and syncopation underscore "in such great peril,"
while "death" is treated as before in a higher register.
Another example of tritone root progression occurs in the first
phrase of Ein Lammlein geht und tragt die Schuld, G.O. II, p. 16.

The;

harmonic coloration is further darkened by descending parallel .fourths
in the upper voices and a falling chromatic line in the second tenor

part.

More chromaticism leads to a French sixth chord on the word

"sinnerstr (second Stollen) in the second phrase.

Some of the charac

teristic harsh dissonance appears'with the phrases-"grows weak and
sick" and "forgoes all joy-," but, interestingly enough, the word "death"
is emphasized, by contrast, with a bright C major triad.

What is im

plied here is, doubtless, the ultimate release from earthly suffering.
The first part of the last phrase, "I will gladly suffer," consists of
descending fourths in the upper voices and rising fifths in the lower.
At the word "suffer," however, there are parallel ninths between tenor
and bass while the fourths continue above.
The syncopated pedal•in 0 Traurigkeit, o Herzeleid, G.O. II,
p. 20, suggests weariness and exhaustion, perhaps the weary procession
to the tomb. The falling intervals in the final measure are a literal
representation of the phrase "into the grave is borne."
Much chromatic dissonance is generated in 0 Mensch, bewein dein :
Sunde gross, Vorspiel I, G.O. II, p. 22, by the jagged, chromatic fugue
subject characterized by intervals of the augmented second and diminished
fifth.

The only phrases of the chorale heard intact are the fourth and

fifth, "to the dead He gave life" and "cast away all sickness," perhaps
to emphasize this more jubilant portion of the otherwise melancholy ■
.
texto

The descending scales and extended final cadence symbolize the

drooping body of Christ who "on the cross did languish."
In the four settings of 0 Haupt voll Blut und Wunden, G.O. II, ■

, ?

pp. 3^*9 38 39 and 40, the composer has seen fit. to express the general
mood of the text rather than specific words or phrases.

The latter type

of expressive treatment is virtually precluded by the rigors of the
canonic procedure in which all four settings are cast.

It has been

noted above (Chapter 2) that the Vorspiel starts building to a climax
at n0 head, erst much adorned" by means of a double canon and expan
sion of the temporal and.spatial intervals*

The climax is achieved at

the phrase "with highest rank and grace" via the brilliant triple canon.
All but the first Orgelchoral are filled with the crawling chromaticism
most often associated with sorrow and grief*

Furthermore, the chromatic

line, at least at the start, is generally descending to represent the
drooping head of Christ on the cross*

In lieu of chromatic treatment,

Orgelchoral I employs a considerable number of suspensions analogous to
Bach1s sighing motive of "noble lamentation" (Schweitzer 192$, Vol. II,
p.-65).
The.fantasia, Jesus Christus, unser Heiland, der den Tod uberwand, G.O. Ill, p„ 4, is filled with rhythmic activity in.the form of
thirty-second and ..sixty-fourth note, roulades. The resulting carillonesque effect generates a mood of exultant joy.

The repeated A major

chords, preceding the phrase "who death has conquered,"herald the tri
umphant victory over death.

This suddenly hushed phrase, marked piano, .

is protracted for further emphasis by the longer note values.

At the

word "conquered," a sharp dissonance suggests a crushing defeat.

The

key phrase, "is arisen," is repeated five times with many obviously
pictorial rising scale figures.

Following the words "our sins has He

imprisoned," there is a long descending cadenza passage depicting the
total obliteration of sin.

■ '
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A further footnote to the controversy surrounding the general
subject of musical symbolism is found in a comparison of Schweitzerrs
statement:(1923, Vol* II, p* 68) that ,!the frequent employment of canon
in the chorales of the .Orgelbuchlein has no poetic significance" with
KellerTs contention (1967, p« 217) that the canon in Erschienen ist der
herrlich Tag, Peters, Vol. V, p. 17, "illustrates the triumphal progress
of Christ, who fcaptive led our foes.1" Moreover , Bukofzer (1947, p.
285) notes that "Bach . . . presents' the melody in canon, the symbol of
constraint, in reference to the last line of the text ’He leads His ene
mies in chains.’" If one follows the Keller and Bukofzer persuasion then
the observation can be made that Pepping *s fugal setting of the same
chorale illustrates the same idea.

Also to be found in this piece is a

carillon effect resulting from the ostinato-like repeated, notes and many
animated "joy.motive" passages.

The two double-dotted sections, reminis

cent of Schweitzer’s."rhythm of majesty," further contribute to the mood
of triumphal progress.
In Auf, auf mein Herz, mit Freuden, 6.0. Ill, p. 16, animated
joy is expressed by the parallel thirds and bell-like:,cross rhythm of the
pedal.

A somewhat similar treatment is accorded the scherzo setting of

Wir wollen alle frolich sein, G.O. Ill, p. l8, with its running scale
figures and bell-like ostinato fifths in the pedal. ■
A mood of more restrained joy emerges in Mit Freuden zart, 6.0.
Ill, p. 20.

The simple diatonic treatment is disturbed only at the

phrase "eternal salvation is granted us." . Here the unexpected

, /
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appearance of a nonfunctional augmented sixth chord on the subtonic
creates a momentary.climax.
Joyous exultation is expressed in Pepping *s ■two compositions
based on Gelobt sei Gott im hochsten Thron, G.O. Ill, p. 22 and pV 26,
by means of parallel thirds and sixths, and running scales.

In the

Vorspiel, a fanfare effect is produced on the word "throne" by the
alternating tonic-dominant chords and ostinato bass.
for us has done so much" is repeated twice.

The phrase "who

The first repetition is

extended by a tremolo figure, doubtless for emphasis.

A carillonesque

ostinato figure appears in the pedal at the conclusion of this phrase
and recurs sporadically in various voices to the end.

At times it is

used in polyharmonic relation to the other voices, perhaps to suggest
the joyous cacophony of many bells ringing simultaneously.
A fairly obvious pictorial device occurs in Auf diesen Tag bedenken wir, G.O. Ill, p. 28. The phrase "that Christ to heaven has
gone" concludes with a long ascending scale.

It is the more obvious in.

that the composer treats the end of the second Stollen differently.
In the triumphant Easter hymn Ach wundergrosser Siegesheld,
G.O. Ill, p. 32, the last three phrases, "Mighty, glorious, triumphant,
exultant, life and death, before. Thee all is subordinate," are begun
canonically.. The symbol illustrates Christ's shining example to mankind
for those who wish to follow.

The composer has suggested the use of a

trumpet.(probably trumpets if the canon is to be realized) to play the .
cantus fjrmus. In the,final phrase the dotted rhythm of majesty ap
pears.

-:
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The- trumpet .fanfares in Gen Himmel aufgefahren ist, G.O. Ill,
p. 3^?. are no doubt directed to the third verse of the chorale,. l!Now is
fulfilled what was written, in the .psalms of the.Lord Christ."

The

scriptural reference, according to the Evangelisches. Kirchengesangbuch,
is to Psalm 47:3, "God has gone up with a shout, the Lord with the
sound of a trumpet."
The passacaglia on Komm, Gott Schopfer, heil'ger Geist, G.O.
Ill, p. 36, partakes of many pictorial elements of the typical fantasia.
The bell-like ostinato is decidedly carillonesque, while the frequently
occurring broken third motive could be said to represent "cloven tongues
of fire."

Also, the sixteenth note figuration at the words "Holy Ghost,"

in the ornamented cantus, represents the rushing wind associated with
the descent of the Holy Ghost at Pentecost, as described in Acts 2:3®
Two textual concepts inZeuch ein zu deinen Toren, G.O. Ill,
41?emerge musically throughthe repetitive devices of

p.

the fugue and the

step-like pedal ostinato accompanying the Abgesang section of the cantus
firmus. These are the ideas of spiritual rebirth through the Holy Ghost
and the equal glorification of the.Trinity. .
The words "Thy luminous radiance" in Komm, heiliger Geist, Herre
Gott, G.O. Ill, p. 46, are illuminated with a rising chromatic chord se
quence crescendoing to a burst of glory on the A minor chord starting the
next phrase.

"This to Thee, Lord, in praise be sung" is accompanied by •

sweeping scales, roulades, and ascending parallel sixth chords.

The

spirited "Hallelujah" ending employs fanfare chords, again rising chro
matically in the highest voice.

:
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The many parallel thirds and carillon motives ring forth joy in
the Michaelmas hymn Hent singt die liebe Christenheit, G.O. Ill, p» 4$.
Ascending and descending arpeggios and scales suggest the musical
"Jacob's ladder" associated with the "beloved angel host."
In the Orgelchoral on Da Christus geboren war, B.0„ I, p. 4,
Pepping has changed the chorale melody slightly so that the notes ac
companying the words "highest throne" are the highest in the piece*

He

further, emphasizes this'climax by halting the polyphonic flow and sepa
rating the chords by rests, the only way to achieve an accent on the
organ*

There are many descending scales depicting both the descent of -

Christ and the angels* ■ Especially significant is- the one accompanying
the phrase "God's son is human born*"

That this was intentionally pic

torial can be seen from the fact that the succeeding phrase, musically
identical, is -treated differently*
There is a long fanfare introduction to Da Christus geboren war,
Vorspiel I, B*0* I, p* 6* Stellhorn (1964, p* 80) observes that "Ad-,
vent, Easter, Thanksgiving, and times of joy are associated with most
fanfare effects* * * * In the season of Advent a fanfare is usually de- signed to herald the coming of Christ*"

The contrary scale-wise motion

between the soprano and.bass suggests the ascending and descending
heavenly hosts*

An abrupt stop on the word "sin," with rests in the

manual parts, imparts an agogic accent to the. following words, "is pain
ful*"
In the third variation of this chorale, Vorspiel II, B*0* I, p*
12, the phrase "rejoiced the angel host" begins with a roulade in the

: .
soprano and ends with a rising scale.

.,
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The words "highest throne" are

treated to a chromatically rising soprano and rising sequence in the
alto.

The chromatic movement is downward, however, at the end of the

phrase "God’s son is human born."
The .final variation, Vorspiel III, B.O. I, p. 16, ends with much
chromatic activity following the last words of the text, "sin is pain
ful."

The rising sixth chords probably represent the final angelic

ascent.
A recurring "descent motive" consisting of a descending group of
two sixteenths and an eighth permeates Gottes Sohn ist kommen, Vorspiel,
BoO. I, p. 20.
this earth."
piece.

There is a.long descending scale at the words "here on
The Orgelchoral I, B.O. I, p. 24, is another motivic

This time the motive is,a descending broken third figure.

The

falling scale.effect is even more pronounced with one descending three
octaves and another two. ■
It is scarcely without significance that three of the six set
tings of GISubige Seel, Orgelchorale III, IV, and VI, B.O. I, pp. 30,
319 and 34, are canons. Moreover, Orgelchoral V, B.O. I, p. 32, al
though not a strict canon throughout, has several points of canonic im
itation.
text.

The significance obviously lies in two ideas expressed in the

One alludes to Christ’s coming as the fulfillment of an earlier

Messianic prophecy; the other enjoins, the faithful soul to pursue peace
of mind through Him.

It is of further interest to note that the canonic

parts are in virtually constant descending motion, always excepting the
inverted voice in Orgelchoral IV. •Both the second and fourth settings

'- '
are motivic.

;
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The first employs a descending major triad derived from

the- third phrase of the'tune and the second uses the dotted nrhythm of
majesty."
The motives of grief are present in Christus, der uns selig
machtj Vorspiel I, B.0e II, p. 4.

The introductory section itself is

filled with grinding dissonance and simultaneous cross relations.

The

string of suspensions in the third measure and later, following the
first phrase of the cantus, are strongly reminiscent of Bach's "sigh
ing" lamentation motive (Schweitzer 1923? Vol.'ll, p. 63).

An extremely,

jagged figuration appears at the end of phrase two symbolizing the word
"evil." After "like a thief imprisoned, " a-modal- interchange (Persichetti 1961., p. 35) takes place moving from Aeolian to Locrian, and ■
producing a "darkening" effect.

The repeated notes in the,cantus, at

the words "and falsely accused," suggest the scriptural reference "for
many bore false witness against Him," Mark 14:56.

The words "spat upon"

are underscored by the clashing minor second and major seventh between
the outer voices.
In the fantasia, Vorspiel III,. B.O. II, p. 12, the chorale ■
phrases are not in regular order and are, furthermore, distorted beyond
recognition— literally torn asunder.

This results in some.jagged leaps .

and rending dissonance which illustrate the mood of verse three: ' "felt
the lash"; "His head was torn with a crown of thorns"; and "He was much ■
beaten."
The rhythmic intensity and chromatically moving fourths in Vory
spiel IV, B.O. II, p. 13, dramatize "He was stripped and nailed to the

^
crossn in verse four.

" .
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The pedal, motive of descending fourths suggests .

Christ's surrender to the forces of evil.
In Jesu Kreuz, Leiden und Pein, Vorspiel 1, B.C. II, p. 17,
there is a jagged motive of grief based on two augmented triads and the
French sixth chord.

Durr (1961, p. 163) feels that this figure should

be interpreted as a cross.

Suspensions highlight the word "pain." The

mood shifts with rising scales at the words "praise and glory," but the \
grief motive, slightly altered, returns at "note what He suffered" and
"thee from thy sins redeemed."
Quartal harmony strikingly underlines the end of the.phrase
"note what He suffered" in Vorspiel II, B.C. II, p. 22, while the music
rises to a climactic trill at "grace obtained." In the Orgelchoral,
B.C. II, p. 28, a descending chromatic sequence illuminates the phrase
"until He died," while the addition of flats imparts a darkening effect.
The three'settings of Erstanden ist der heilig Christ, B.C. II, .
pp. JO, 32, and 34, all express joy.

The polyrhythm in Vorspiel I be

speaks the joyous ringing of a multitude of bells.

The running eighth

notes in Vorspiel TI are similar to Bach1s treatment of the same chorale,
Peters, Vol. V, p. 16.
Schweitzer (1923, Vol.'ll, p..63) maintains that the basso ostinato in Bach's setting of the Easter chorale Heut triumphieret Gottes
Sohn, Peters, Vol. V, p. 30, "is only intelligible when we remember that
in the Old Testament the victory of the Messiah is described under the
image of the wine-press, Isaiah 63:3""

He claims that the correctness

of this interpretation "is proved by the aria 'Er■ist's, er ist's' from

the cantata Gott fahret auf (No.
Old Testament image."

the text of which refers to this

Obviously, the same assumption can be made with .

reference to Pepping?s ostinato in the passacaglia on Erstanden ist der
heilig Christ, Vorspiel III.

The rising sixteenth note passages in this

piece symbolize the resurrection.
Mit Freuden zart, B.O. II, p. 37? is another carillon with de
scending and ascending parallel fourths throughout expressing the hope
of the text that the joy of Easter may be widely proclaimed through
joyful song. •
Variation I of Wie schon leuchtet der Morgenstern is a pasto
rale with many running eighth and sixteenth note passages.

Two carillon-

esque motives are heard with an almost ostinato-like frequency (see Chap
ter 2).

One consists of a descending scale and the other an eighth note

figure based on ascending and descending fourths and fifths.
There are two examples of ornamental style in this partita.

As

noted above, Pepping tends to employ this treatment as an expression of
joy.

Variation III (Allegro section of Variation II according to the

composer’s organization) is a very highly embellished version of the
chorale melody.

In the second half of Variation IV (Variation III ac

cording to Pepping) the cantus_firmus is considerably ornamented.
It is scarcely coincidental that all four movements of Wer nur .
den lieben Gott lasst walteh are canonic.

The canons obviously sym

bolize God’s guidance to the faithful who let Him govern their lives.
The ostinato in Variation I of Ach wie fluchtig, ach wie nichtig suggests futility by virtue of its repetitiveness and generally

"
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descending motion through ever-widening intehvals.
sent man's dropping off into eternity.
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It can also repre

There is a considerable rhythmic

build-up with the phrase."like a mist nearly forming" followed by a re
laxation of the rhythmic tension at "and soon again dispersing." The
sixteenth note scale figuration is also suggestive of the drifting mist
or cloud as Schweitzer (1923? Vol. II, p. 57) has pointed out in Bach's
setting, Peters, Vol.. V, p. 2. .
.Stellhorn (1964, p. 82) sees ,the.syncopated pedal in the andante
section of Variation II as a symbol of disintegration depicting the word
"futile."

The effect produced is indeed similar to Bach's pizzicato

bass which to Keller (1967, p. 224) also'represents "futility."

In Var

iation III (actually the second section of Variation II) the running
canonic parts, frequently downward, could certainly represent the "everflowing stream" symbolizing life's fleeting aspect, as mentioned in the
second verse of the hymn. .
The first subject of the double fugue,. Variation V (indicated as
the fourth section of Variation II in the score), is extremely, disjunct:
and jagged.. It seems at once stark in its outline,-and aimless and fu
tile in its meandering.

The final statement of bleak futility in the

last phrase of the chorale is depicted by a two-octave descending scale,
sharp dissonance, tortured chromaticism, and restless, syncopated rhythm.
Stellhofn (1964, p. 24) states that in the "partita Hit Fried
und Freud ich fahr dahin the use of the Jacob's ladder motive is too
consistent to be accidental."

According to Schweitzer (1923, Vol..II,

p. 36) Bach's setting of Simeon's hymn of praise, Peters, Vol. V, p. .42',

:
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expresses njoy of an animated kind, not the peaceful confidence of which
the text speaks."

This, of course, is debatable.

In any case, at least

the first and third partita movements by Pepping would appear to sug
gest peaceful confidence, this despite the occasional appearance of the.
so-called "rhythm of joy" in Variation I.
ments are much more spirited..

The second and fourth move

It is significant, however, that the

rhythmic and harmonic tension relax considerably at the phrase "gentle
and stillo"

This relaxation begins even .earlier, in the fourth movement

starting with "confident is my heart and soul," and the writing becomes
quite hymn-like in its diatonic simplicity.
The significance of the continuous canonic treatment in the par
tita Wer- weiss, wie nahe mir mein Ende may lie in two directions.

There

is, for example, the phrase in the first verse, "Thither goes time,
hither comes death," and again in the fifth verse, "I have long ago drawn
upon Jesuso"
.

The words "death" and "death-throes" in the first movement are

portrayed by descending, parallel sevenths.

In the second movement fol

lowing "deathsthroes" there is a jagged configuration between the upper
voices in contrary motion.

The constantly shifting meter, hemiola-like,

in this variation: depicts the uncertainty and anxiety expressed in the
poem.

However, a modal interchange in the last three measures moving

from A-flat major through D harmonic, to D melodic minor, produces a
"brightening" effect at the hope that death will be good.
There is much tortured chromaticism in Variations III and IV.
In the .fifth movement the. cantus disintegrates altogether at the end.

•
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Stellhorn (1964, p e 24) has noted the violent death portrayal at ,!deaththroesIf in this piece o The parallel fourths in the last variation sug
gest bells, but here, obviously, death bells.
/

In the toccata on Mitten wir im Leben Sind, the anger of the

Lord at our sins, expressed in the fifth .phrase of the cantus, is pictorialized musically by a long, upward sweeping scale followed by chro
matically. rising chords against a syncopated pedal« ."Let us not sink
into bitter, deadly peril11 is symbolized by a chromatically falling
pedal and a chromatic descent in the second .soprano»
In the fugue on this chorale the only phrases used as a •cantus
firmus are the first two, "Let us not sink" and "into bitter, deadly
peril" (marked allafgando poco a poco), and the last'phrase.

It is

noteworthy that the subject is derived from the first five notes of
"into bitter, deadly peril" and the several stretti which occur use
only these notes of the subject*

It would seem apparent that the com-

poser was intentionally emphasizing this sentiment in the text*

The

brief appearance of the final phrase,. "Kyrie eleison," at the end,
however, suggests the wish to express, a.note of hope in the prayer to
God to preserve us from this "deadly peril*"

CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION '

As has been observed, Pepping1s music affords a virtual glos~,
sary of stylistic devices from the past and present.

At times he writes

in the manner of the eighteenth century and at others he is in the. van
guard of the twentieth.

A master of the traditional imitative forms,

■he is at the same time.at home with all types of present day practice
save serialism, at least with respect to the organ chorales.

This ■

doubtless results' from two causes. .First of all, the works considered
in this study are all based on the Lutheran chorale which hardly lends ■
itself to serial treatment.

Secondly, they have all been composed for

liturgical use and the- composer has obviously not wished to obscure the
\
familiar melodies.
.

In common with many contemporary •composers, Pepping uses no key
signatures,. ■ However, his music is never atonal.

There is always an

. underlying tonal center usually determined by the chorale tune.
At times the style is consistent throughout a piece.
it may be broken or fragmentized.

At others,

Contrapuntal sections may alternate .

with large"chord blocks; energetic rhythmic activity with quiet evenflowing passages; crawling chromaticism with bland diatonicism; and
sharp dissonances with functional harmonic progressions.
methods are used for pictorialism.

Normally these

Pepping seeks not only to elevate
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the chorale melody into an artistic structures but also to illuminate
the text for the benefit of the congregation.
Although Pepping is highly regarded in Germany it is unfortunate
-that his works are not widely known in this country.

As one of the

'leading composers of his generation who have infused new life into the
organ chorale, many of his works deserve the attention of organists and
audiences alike.

As with most composers his writing is not always on a

consistently high level.

That which is, however, is of sufficient ar

tistic worth and expressive profundity to reward the musician who under
takes a serious study of it.
As Durr„(1961, p. 172) remarks:
Perhaps someday future generations will see in Pepping the
' ■.— --media-tor between-old-and •''new music who succeeded in preserving
- most faithfully the old and yet being entirely "new." . . .
But today already we may count the . . . master among those who,
by their own strength, have found a way-out of the dilemma of
late Romanticism and who, in the most lucid way, have transformed.
the spirit of their generation Into music.

APPENDIX
. THE ORGAN CHORALES LISTED ACCORDING TO TYPES
Cantus Firmus Chorales
Ach wie fluchtig, ach wie nichtig, Variation II.
Ach wie fluchtig, ach-wie nichtig. Variation IV.
Ach wundergrosser Siegesheld, G.O. Ill,, p. 32.
Auf diesen Tag bedenken wir,.G.0. Ill, p. 28.
Christus, der uns selig.macht, B.O. II, p. 4.
Christus, der uns selig rn.acht, B.O. II, p. 8.
Christus, der uns selig macht, B.O. II, p. 13.
Da Christus gehoren war, B.O. I, p. 4.
• Da Christus gehoren war,: B.O. I, p. 6.
Da Christus gehoren war, B.O. I, p. 12. _
Da Christus

gehoren war, B.O. I, p. 16.

•

Ein- Lammlein,geht .und tragt die Schuld, G.O. II, p. 16.
Erstandentist- derheilig Christ, B.O. II, p. 30.
Freuet euch, ihr Christen alle, K.O., p. 9=
Frohlich soli mein Herze springen, K.O., p. 8.
Gelobet seist du, Jesu Christ, G.O. I, p. 29.
Gelobet seist du, Jesu Christ, G.O. I, p. 32. .
Gelobt sei Gott im hochsten Thron,- G.O. Ill, p. 22.
Gelobt sei Gott im hochsten Thron, G.O. Ill, p. 26.
Gen ■Himmel aufgefahren ist, G.O. Ill, p. 34.
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•

Glaubige Seel, B.C. I, p» 28.
Glaubige Seel, B.O. I, p. 29.
Glaubige 8eel*:B.O. I, p. 32,
Gottes Sohn 1st kommen, G.O. I, P . ^9 •
Gottes Sohn 1st kommen, G.O. I, p. 52 .
Gottes Sohn 1st kommen, B.O. I, p. 20.
Gottes Sohn 1st kommen, B.O. I, p . 24 .
Gottes Sohn 1 st kommen, B.O. 15 p. 26.
Heilger Geist, du Troster mein, K.O., p. 19.
Herr Christ der einig Gotts Sohn', G.O. I, p. 46.
Herzliebster Jesu, K.O., p. 14.
Heut singt die liebe Christenheit9 G.O. III, p. 49.
Ich hab mein Sach Gott heimgestellt, K.O., p. 34.
Ich steh .an deiner Krippe hier, G.O. I, p. 44.
Jesu Kreuz, Leiden

undPein,B.O.II, p. 17.

Jesu Kreuz, Leidenund Pein, B.O. II, p. 22.
Jesu Kreuz, Leiden

undPein,B.O.II, p. 28.

Jesus Christus herrscht als Konig, K.O., p. l8.
Jesus Christus-, unser Heiland, der den .Tod, G.O. Ill, p
Jesus Christus, unser Heiland, der yon uns, P.O., p. 16
Komm, heiliger

Geist, Herre Gott,G.O. Ill,

Macht hoch die

Tur, die Tor machtweit, G.O..1, p. 4.

Macht hoch die

Tur, die Tor macht weit, G.O. I,

Mit Freuden,zart, G.O. Ill,

p. 20.

Mit.Freuden'zart, B.O. II, p. 37-

p. 46.

p. 10.

Mit Fried und Freud ich fahr dalxin. Variation II.
Mit Fried und Freud ich fahr dahiii, Variation III.
Nun front euch, -lieben Christen gmein, K.O., p. 28.
0 Heiland, reiss.die Himmel auf, G.O. I, p. 26.
Q Mensch, bewein dein Sunde gross, G.O. II, p. 27.
0 susser Herre Jesu Christ, B.O. I, p. 38.
0 Traurigkeit, o Herzeleid, G.O. II, p. 20.
0 Welt, sieh hier dein Leben, K.Oi, p. 12.
0 wie selig seid ihr doch, ihr Frommen, F.O., p. 28.
0 wir armen Sunder, G.O. II, p. -9•
0 wir armen Sunder, G.O. II, p. 14.
Sdllt1 ich meinem Gott nicht singen, K.0., p.
Sonne der Gerechtigkeit, K.0.,, p. 26.
Vom Himmel hoch, da komm ich her, K.O., p. 3.
Vom Himmel hoch, da komm ich her, K.O., p. 4.
Vom Himmel hoch, da komm ich her, K.O., P» 6.
Von Gott.will ich nicht lassen, F.-0., p .25Wie. soil ich dich empfangen, G.O. I,.p. 18
Wie soil ich dich empfangen, Gi 0. I, p. 23
Wir wpllen alle frolich sein, G. 0.: HI, p. 18
Melody. Chorales
Auf, auf, mein.Herz, mit Freuden,: G.O. ill, p. 16.
Christus, der ist mein Leben, F.O., p. 13.
Christus, der uns selig macht, F.O., p. 8.
Da Jesus an dem Kreuze stund, F.O., p. 11.

Frolich soli mein Herze springen, F.0„, p. 6.
Gottes Sohn ist kommen, F.Ov, p. 4.
Gottes Sohn ist kommen, F.O.,:p.
Herr Jesu Christ, du hc5chstes Gut,, F.O., p. 27Jesu, meine Freude, F.O., p. 30.
Kommt und lasst uns Christum ehren, G.O. I, p. 42.
.Mit Fried und Freud ich fahr dahin, F.O., p. 17.
Hun bitten wir den Heiligen Geist, F.O., p. 14.
Nun lasset uns den Leib begrabn, F.O., p. 2$.
0 Haupt voll Blut und Wunden, F.O., p. 10.
0 Trauerigkeit,- o Herzeleid, F.O., p. 12.
Steht auf, ihr lieben Kinderlein, F.O., p. 7Treuer Wachter Israel, F.O., p. 26.
Von Gott will ich nicht lassen, F.O., p. 24.
Warum soil ich mich denn gramen.^ F.O., p. 32.
Wer nur den lieben Gott lasst walten, F.O., p. 29°
Wie schon leuchtet. der Morgenstern, Variation II.
■Wo Gott, der Herr, nicht bei uns halt, F.O., p. 22.

Ornamented Chorales
Christ, der du bist der helle Tag, K.O., p. 30° Es kommt ein Schiff, geladen^ K.O., p. 2.
Gelobt sei Gott im hochsten Thron, K.O., p. 16.
Wie schon leuchtet der Morgenstern, Variation III.
Zeuch an die Macht, du Arm des Herrn* K.O., p. 24.

Chorale Canons
Ach wie fluchtig, ach wie nichtig, Variation III.
Aus tiefer Not, F«Oe9 p» 20.
Christ, unser Herr, zum Jordan^kam, F.O., p._l8.
Per Herr ist mein getreuer Hirt, F«0., p. 21.
Erstanden ist der heilig Christ, B.O. II, p. 32.
Glaubige Seel, P.O., I, p. JO.
Glaubige Seel, P.O. I, p. 31®
Glaubige'Seel, P.O. I, p. 34.
0 Haupt

vollPint und Wunden, G.O. II, p. 3^.

0 Haupt

vollPint und Wunden, G.O. II, p. 38. '

0 Haupt

vollPint und Wunden, G.O. II, p. 39®

0 Haupt

vollBlut und Wunden, G.O. II, p. 40.

Wer nur den lieben Gott lasst walten, Variation I.
Wer nur den lieben Gott lasst; walten, Variation II.
Wer nur den lieben Gott lasst; walten,. Variation III.
Wer nur den lieben Gott lasst; walten, Variation IV.
Wer weiss, wie nahe mir mein Ende, Variation I.
Wer weiss, wie nahe mir mein Ende, Variation II.
Wer weiss, wie nahe mir mein Ende, Variation Ill
Wer weiss, wie nahe mir mein Ende, Variation IV.
Wer weiss, wie nahe mir mein Ende, Variation Vo
Wer weiss, wie nahe mir mein Ende, Variation VI.
Wie soil ich dich empfangen, G.O. I, p. 13..

>

■ Chorale Motets

Erhalt uns, Herr, bei deinem Wort, K.'O., p. 2i.
Hit Fried und Freud ichfahr dahin. Variation I.
Chorale Fugues
Ach wie fluchtig, ach wie nichtjg, Variation V.
Erschienen ist der herrlich Tag, G„0„ III, p. 10.
Kommt und lasst uns Christum ehren, G.O. I, p. 39
Mitten wir jm .Leben sjnd
0 Mensch, bevein dein Sunde gross, G.O. II, p. 22
0 wir armen Sunder, G.O. II, p. 4.
Vom Himmel hoch, da komm. ich her, G.O. I, p. 35.
Zeuch ein zu deinen Toren, G.O. Ill, p. 4l.

■

Chorale Fantasias

Christus, der-uns selig macht, B.O. II, p. 12.
Hit Fried und' Freud ich fahr dahin, Variation IV.
Wie sch'on leuchtet der Morgenstern, Variation I.
Wie schon leuchtet der Morgenstern, Variation IV.
Chorale Passacaglias
Ach wie fluchtig, ach wie nichtig, Variation I.
Erstanden ist der heilig Christ, B.O. II,. p. 3^« '
Komm, Gott Schopfer, heil'ger Geist, G.O. Ill, p.

Chorale Toccata
Mitten wir im Leben sind
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